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BY DoCToR FRANK BAL:OWJN. 

known uurntliD'n the East as " The White Mahatma;" 
since for exhibition purposes, was born in 

potato. 

two holes in the 
11nderneath could 

After considerable he was able to this to his own satisfaction. 
'Th'! ~gg was at one end of the the potato at the each covered 
with a tea cup, and with_ a flourish of his wand the cups were removed 
and behold the egg and potato had cmu11teu 

At this stage the and were called in to witness the remarkable 
transformation. But alas for the of human affairs. When the cups were 
lifted and should have been transfixed with amazement, a cruel and 

who was herself a b1t of a discovered that her 
table was ruined. The small underneath the table was fished out with the crooked 
end of an umbrella and thrown into the street; while S. S. was 
made aware :>f the truth of the : that "To spare the rod 

''and for some thereafter he took his meals in comfort off the 
while his mother consoled him with other such as "A in time saves 

the 

fascinated with the 
and at the to followed the 

Brothers from town to town and to but soon became convinced that all 
of their work was but very dextrous and delicate uc'-<=1~,.,~ ... 

He then took up the of occult in 
and all evenmgs were in seances. 
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After a few years he became iiu:>u&ll.ltelv skeJPtt•c:al to 
and became certain that most if not all of the so and super-

natural manifestations were either conscious or unconscious .. .,.,..,1"'""'"· or 
caused not well understood laws. 

He commenced a series of entertainments in which he first and then 
cli.J.m•mcu the manifestations of the fraudulent mediums. And for a time offered a 
reward of five hundred dollars for any manifestation which he could not show was pro-
duced human agency, if he was first to witness it twice . 

........... a natural for he added to his entertainment several 

immense 
results without any apparatus of any sort. 

Almost every of any note visited the entertainment and in m.tny 
the as a the 

individuals sent Professor Baldwin most com-
im .. ntar·v letters and testimonials to the he was 

In the very zenith of his success his health broke down and he was forced to rest. 
He went to India and the East and spent many months in the Rosocrucian 
"'''"'"a"'"" and feats of the Thibetian Mahatmas. 

South America. 
suffocation. 

Orient created a most 
es]pe;t:laUy caus

and for seven months drew enormous 
co:m!=•ell.ed to seek warmer climates. He 

Arabia 

!nc:.l"'""'• Central America and 
theatres and halls have been crowded to 

Professor Baldwin does not believe in the or occult. 
the manifestations of the mediums; the sorcery of the and the 
Mahatmas are wonderful because not understood. In his Oriental enter-

of the Indian Brahmins 
artifices of his own, India and the East are the very birth-

m''"t'"r'"'"' yet Professor Baldwin's entertainment was so marvellous in 
its weird fascination that Fakeers and Brahmins and Laamas and 

in their amazement christened Professor Baldwin "The monarch of 
the Mahatmas." 

" His talk is redolent of the humor characteristic of Mark Twain and Artemus 
his audience in a simmer of 

mystery to the Pr<>ceedi.ne::s. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE ORIENTAL DEFINITION 01<' A 1\fAHATMA. 

WHAT PEOPLE THINK A MAHATMA IS. WHAT A MAHATMA REALLY IS. HOW I 
RECEIVED '1'111': TI1'LE, '' WHI'l'E MAHATMA." 'flfA V.lo:Llo:RS' YARNS. ILLUSIONARY 
FAKEERS. INDIAN SLEIGH'!' OF HAND. THE WITCH OF ENDOR. MY l!'IR8T INDIAN 
EXP~RIENCE. HOW I BECAME DISGUSTED. 

I T is a common thing nowadays to talk about Mahatmas, but not one person in a 
thousand, even among the educated men and women of the day, who use t!J.e 
word "Mahatma" so fluently and flippantly, has the slightest idea of what a 

• ..,.. Mahatma is. 
According to the Eastern idea, · spiritually speaking, a Mabatma is simply one 

who has so purified his '' Mahat" or spiritual mind or inner nature, that his hight>r 
ego is enabled to act directly upon his lower or brain mind. When this occurs he 
becomes a Mahatma, or "great soul." 'fhis is the literal definition of Mahatma. 
'fhe popular or common idea of a Mahatma is, one who is capable of performing 
strange mysteries and producing remarkable and semi-miraculous demonstrations by 
some occult or unknown agency. . 

Referring, however, to the spiritual idea of the Mahatma, a modern writer to an 
·EngHsh paper says: ''In order, therefore, to see a Mahatma and to rt>cognize him as 
such, it is necessary to contact him upon his own spiritual plane. Elevate your con
sciousness to the Mahatmic plane, and you will see not a Mahatma, but many. It is 
true that a Mahatma may reveal himself to !'Orne person or persons on the 'out ... r' 
plane-for purposes of liis own, but in such a case the evidence of his Mahatmaship 
rests in the consciousness of the person or persons who see or contact him. not in the 
display of any abnormal powers. And deception-unconscious or conscious-is easy. 
And we may be perfectly sure that no Mahatma will appear for the sake of proving 
his existence. He works for other ends and wider issues. Mahatma is a name for 
an internal and spiritual condition and does not depend in any way upon outside 
circumstances, conditions or powers. For anything you know to the contrary, the 
ragged being wl10 sweeps the streets in front of your house or office may be a Mahat
JUa, or be on the high road to Mabatmaship. It bas been said that you might live in 
_the same house with a Mahatma all your life and never know him except as your 
co·dweller. Why? Because though your bodies are or. the same plane your minds 
are on different planes. He lives in a spiritual world to which yours has not yet 
awakened. Meanwhile yon can study the evidence (which exists in profusion) thnt 
Mahatmas are not vapors from Theosophic brains. If you cannot see a Mahatma 
you can read the accounts of those who have seen Mahatmas. You can compare 
accounts and sift circumstances. It will be a task, it is true, to do it properly, for 
yon will have to read records going back to the earliest time~, and of innumerable 
peoples. · 
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CHAPTER II. 

MY DEFINITION OF A MAHATMA. 

SECRETS OF MAHATMA LAND EXPLAINED. THE DAVENPORT BROTHERS AND PROFESSOR 
FAY. CHARLES FOSTER, THE MI!:DIUM. MY SEANCES. FOSTER'S BLOOD WRIT
ING EXPLAINED. FIVE DOLLARS OF SPIRITUAL TRICKERY LEARNED FOR FIFTY 
CENTS. DOCTORS SLADE AND MANSFIELD. ANNA STEWART AND MRS. SAWYER. 
KNAVES VS. FOOLS. CONFESSIONS OF MEDIUMS. 

A Mahatma is then, to be brief, merely a mystery-worker, and this volume, 
" Secrets of Mahatma Land Exposed,'' is a brief itinerary of my travels in various 
parts of the world in search of mysteries and the secret of their production. In ad
dition to my own accounts it will contain copious quotations from the writings of 
others, describing this class of people and their work and deceptions of all sorts, no 
matterin what section of the world the7 are to be found. 

I believe I have a natural talent in this particular line. I think I may say this 
without egotism, for few people succeed largely in any line of work without having 
some aptitude for it, and in the investigation and detection of the modus operandi of 
mysteries, it is so evidently to the interest of the miracle-mongers to keep their 
secrets to themselves, that unless one has a special capability and liking for this 
branch of work he will learn very little. 

Years ago, so long ago in fact that I dread to look back at it, as it reminds me 
how fast the time has flown, I witnessed a performance b7 the then world-famed 
Davenport Brothers and Professor Fay. I was simply fascmated by it. It seemed 
to me so strange and unreal that I can quite well forgive myself for the belief which 
I at first had that the queer, weird manifestations were produced by an agency sup
ernatural. 

For several nights I sat in the front row before I dared go upon the stage. Then 
my natural curiosity got the better of me, I suppose upon the principle that "famil
iarity breeds contempt." I began to turn over in my mind if it were not possible to 
prodnce these same results by some delicate chicanery. True, it seemed impossible. 
Hnt for that matter so did the tricks of the illusionists I had witnessed, and I deter
mined, if it could be done, to solve the mystery. I procured a walking-stick which 
I divided carefully into inches, so as to make a measuring rod out of it. During the 
intermission when the audience were allowed to inspect the cabinet and the ropes I 
went upon the stage, and night aftP.r night carefuJly measured the length, breadth 
and depth of the cabinet, took notes of the length of the ropes, their construction, 
etc., and. afterward made experiments at home with my frit-nds. Here was where mr 
natural aptitude for this work was of great benefit to me. I found that I could produce 
the samA work under exactly the same conditions, and that I could do it by trickery. 
My work seemed just as marveloul'4 to my friends and companions as the work of 
the Davenports had seemed to me. I then coaxed a number of friends to visit the 
Davenports' performance to see if there was any comparable difference betWf>E>n their 
work and mine. My work was voted equally as mysterious as theirs, and the con
ditions I gave for examination and investigation were rather better. I then 
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quietly, she has confessed tt) me that her pat·ents have imagined her a great medium. 
and it seemed ~o please them so much that she thought it was rather amusing and 
harmless to keep them so interested in it. 

It is a well-known fact that dozens of people will do things for a matter of pride 
or reputation, or to make themselves prominent, that they would not do for money . 
The desire and era ving for notoriety are so strong in some people that they would. 
almost commit murder to be thought out of the commonplace. 
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CHAP'l'El. III. 

MY TR.-\. VELS CONTINlJED. 

1 GO TO AUSTRALIA, INJ>IA AND CEYLON. A FAKEER ON FIRE. NAKED NATIVES AND 
STARTLED SORCEI~ERS. AN ILLUSIONIST IJ.LUllliNATED. BOMBAY RAWM SAMMY 
I<'RIGH'l'ENED. HoW I DID IT. UQUID LIGHTNING. CONCENTRATED HADES. 

To resume my travels, however. After becoming thoroughly expert and au 
rait in the work of the mediums, I commenced entertainments dupJicating and 
thoroughly exposing and explaining the secret of their work. And I may say right 
here, that I have never yet st>en any manifestation of any sort given by any spiritual 
medium which I was not quite sure was produced solely ahd purely by ltuman and 
natural agencies. 

I commenced a Western tour at Nashville, Tennessee. From there went to 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg, Kansas 
City and the larger cities and towns in theW t:'St and Southwest. Thence to the Pacific. 
Coast. In all this section I created an absolute sensation. In most places the largest 
theatres were packed to suffocation. Toronto, Montreal, Quebec and Halifax were 
next. Then Boston, Fall River, Providence a nil. the larger Eastern ci tie .. 

The late Dr. Gen. M. Beard, an eminent physician iu New York city, arrangf'd 
with me to come to Brooklyn and give two entertainments at theY. M. C. A. Hall. 
Under his auspices I also dt>livered several lectures and expositions at Cooper Insti
tute in New York city. 

All at once my health began to fail, and after consultation with physicians, I 
decided upon a long sea trip and sailed for Australia. 

'fhe voyage was of immense benefit to me, and. on reaching Australia my en
tertainments created a positive furore. 

In Sydney for fiftPen weeks a large hall, seating nearly two thousand people, 
was alw;~.ys crowded, and in Melbourne for the same length of time at St. George's 
Hall people were nightly turned away. 

I spent nearly fiftP-en months in Australia and returned to America for a few 
months, then went to England. Here, for five months, I had very large audiences, 
but my health again gave way and I sailed for South Africa, putting in some eight 
months in that country. , 

From Africa I went to Ceylon; from Ceylon to Madras and Calcutta, and then 
put in some eight months in India. Most of the time being in the northeast provinces. 

In Bombay I apneared before Sir James Fer~nson, the Governor. I also ap
peared before the Governor nt Madras and the Vieeroy. L01·d Ripon, in Ca!0ntta. 

In Ceylon I witnessed my first exhibition of travt>ling Indian Fakeers. In Born. 
bay too. thPre wP.re so manv of them they bt>camA almost a nuisance. 

'one conla hardly step on the street or gaze an instant into the bazaar windows, 
when some Fakf'et· would suddenly squat in front of yon and produce the imple
ments of his trade. In one case I was inviteo to dine with one of the lo('al magnates 
and quite a large party had assembled. For my gratification a number of the 
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highest class Fakeers had been especially engaged to produce their most marvel
ous work before me. Although it was very dextrous and skillful, I was really 
much disappointed, as it did not come up to the yarns I had read, so I sprang a lit- I 
tie surpl'isa upon them which not only thoroughly startled and frightened the Fakeers I 

and native on-lookers, but completely bewildered the European guests as well. 1 

As the Fakeers were about to conclude their performance I asked permission of : 
my host to snow them a sample of my skill. I instructed the interpreter to say to 

1 

the Fakeers in the grandiloquent manner of the East, that I was much disap
pointed with so paltry a performance. That I personally was the King and Emperor ' 
of all magicians, and.knowing, as he did, that he was to appear before a Bellatee 1 

(or English) professional he should have provided, if be was able, far more wonder
ful tricks. That in showing us such rubbish. be had insulted the gentleman who had 
employed him and the guests as well, and that I intended by my magical powers 
to punish him for his impudence. 

I informed him that I should simply wave my band a 11alf dozen times and cause 
fire to spring from the air and consume him and his companions unless he at once 
showed us something more marvelous. 

He informed me with a sneer that he had already shown me the best work to 
be seen in the East, and that he was not in the least afraid of what I could do to 

A FLJI SORCERER. 

him. That as a worker of magic he thoroughly understood all the pr~esses, and 
I was simply trying to frighten him without being able to carry out my threats, 
and rather curtly hinted that I was talking too much. 

I immediately stepped to within four or five feet of him and commenced 
waving my hands in the air. 'rhen suddenly clapping them together I commandc>d 
that he and his assistants be struck with lightning. Suddenly, to his inexplicable 
horror, the kummerband and breechclout, whicharepretty well all th~ elothes these 
fellows wear, burst into a hlaze, and he and his assistants were enveloped in flames. 
They immPdiately rushed for the gate of the "compound,'' as the inclosure (If yard 
su•·ronllfling the building is called, frantically tearing their clothing off as they went, 
and by the time they reached the street they were nude as when thev came into 
the world. There they stood, half dazed, more frightened than hurt, staring at 
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each other, rubbing their arms and bodies where the)" bad been uncomfortably 
hot, and wondering how it had all happened. The Enghsh guests and spectators of 
the affair were screaming with laught~r. My host, who had lived in India the gr~ater 
part of his life, and was thoroughly acquainted with all of their remarkable illusions, 
declared that my experiment was far inore wonderful than anything he had ever seen. 

'.rhe solution of the mystery was very simple, although I did not then acquaint 
any one with the secret. I had prepared a chemical preparation, which, when 
poured upon paper, wood or inflammable material of any kind, shortly becomes per- ~, 
fectly invisible and cannot be detected by the sharpest observer. In a time varying 
from one to three minutes (depending upon the temperature and method of manufac
ture) this chemical spontaneously ignites and the article upon which it may have 
been poured instantly burns like tinder. 

My own Indian servant., who had been carefully drilled by me, had a small 
homeopathic vial with a glass stopper, carried in a wet rag in his hand, and by 
mingling with the other Indian servants and household attendants who crowded 
around the Fakeer and his assistants, was enabled at a signal from me. to place 
a few drops of this preparation, unknown to the magicians, upon the flimsy cot
ton garments which were wrapped around them. I timed my talk so as to fit in 
when I knew the stuff would ignite. And the spectacle of three or four men bursting 
into a blaze at my bidding, while I was some yards distant, was enough to terrify the 
most cynical Fakeer that Indian soil ever produced. \ 

This same trick was often given by me in various ways, mostly at private as
semblages, as it was too dangerous to use often at public entertainments, though I 
occasionally used it even then and it always caused the greatest surprise and con
sternation. 

In the case above m·entioned the clothing of the Hindoos was replaced for a few 
rupees and the present of another five or ten rupees thoroughly healed their wounded 
feelings and sent them away delighted to spread all over the country a report of my 
great power. 

• 
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CHAPTER IV. 

BURMA AND KING THEBAW. 

WE APPEAR BEFORE KING THEBAW. HE IS INTOXICATED AND WA~TS DIAMONDS. WE 
ARE FORCED TO FLEE 1<'01~ OUlt LlYES. A KINO WHO MARRIES SEVEN OF HIS 
OWN SlSTERS. A ROYAL MASSACRR. I DECLINE TO MARR~ SIX WIVES. AN 
AMA'fORY AMAZON. MY HALAYAN HAREM. I VISIT 'fHIRET. SIX HUSBANDS TO 
ONE WH'E. I AM OFFERED THE LOAN OF A WIFE. INDIAN YOGIS AND MESMERISM. 

I visited Burma next. At Rangoon our entertainments were so very successful 
that a merchant there fancied we would surely do well at Mandalay. He wu~ 
under the impression that we could appear before King Thebaw and the nouJ~:. 
of the Burmese capital and create an enormous sensation. So after much dicker
ing as to terms, as I myself was very anxious to visit northern Burma, it was 
finally arranged that we were to receive three thousand rupees per week and the ex
penses of my wife, my assistants and myself. \Ve had a very pleasant but 
rather tedious trip to Mandalay. We expected, as I stated, to create quite a surprise. 
'rhe surprise certainly was there, but it was we who were surprised and not King 
Thebaw and his royal courtiers. 

We had not very much trouble to get an audience with the King, and were com
manded to give our entertainment at the Royal Silver Palace, a bt:autifnl buildin~ 
since destroyed by fire. . I~ was evident from the first that the King was ih a state of 
beastly intoxication, or stupidity, caused perhaps by bhang or opium, for he ap
peared almost maudlin. He, however, set!med very much impressed with the tirsc; 
two or three illusions which I presented. All of a sudden a thought seemed to sti·ike 
him, and. stopping the pP-rformance he spoke to the interpreter and said: 
"Where are the presents these pt>ople have brought me? Have they brought no 
diamonds or jewels?" The interpt·eter with much fear and trepidation explained 
that we were only poor ''show people," whose sole wish was to give an entertain
ment which would please His Royal Highness. That we had not brought diamonds 
or jewelry as presents. For anything which we could give would be so tmmpery 
in comparison to the beautiful jewels be already possessed that they would appear 
insignificant. This explanation mstead of p:tcifying the irate monarch only seemed 
to make him all the more·indignant. In a few gruff words he commanded that we 
immP-diately leave the palace and get out of Mandalay as soon as possible, as he 
considered that he was insulted by not being given valuable presents by peuple 
who were enjoying the benefit of his royal patronage and the protection of his laws. 

We immediately left Mandalay. Glad to get away with our lives. It was well 
that we did so, for a few days afterward occurred the terrible nwssacre at the royal 
palace, where the king's wife cansPd some sixty or seventy of hPr royal relations, 
nobles and othet·s, whom she disliked and feareil. to he quiPtly murdered. Tlu~y 
were all invited to a granrl banquet. and that nig-ht by her ordPrs were slaughtered 
in cold blood. This horrihle dePd nnd many othP-rs of a like natut·e wns the nrf>lud~ 
of the Burmese war, which was followpcl hy thf" ahrlication an<l fli~ht of King 
Theb:tw and the occupation of the entirf" C'onntt·~· hy the Brith:h. 
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It may uot bt~ henerally known that the Burmese monarchs, in order to mate 
only with those ,_.[ royal blood, alwuy::~ ma~ry within their own family. King 
'fhebaw himself mat·ried seTJen of his own S'tsters, and the favorite one of these seven 
wives, by her jealousy, caused the murder of so many of the royal relations. 

I then went to Penang, Singapore, Bangkok, Siam, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Amoy 
and Foochow. 

During one of my trips, myself and party witnessed the execution by decapitation 
of sixteen pil·ates at Koolong, opposite Hong Kong. They were executed by order 
of the ChinesH anthvriries. 

With hand::~ and feet bound they knelt in a row along the beach, and the exe
cutioner, with a huge sword, cut off their heads. He was not more than two or 
three minutes killing the entire sixteen. The heads were neatly chopped off, never 

.A.N ADVENTURE IN BURMA. 

taking more than one blow of the heavy sword, and occasionally they flew to a dis
tance of four or five feet from the body . Before the execution commenced the 
friends of the criminals were allowed to give them opium to blunt their senses. 
As they were kneeling on the ground, one man, the ei~bth or ninth in the row, look
ing along to the right, seemed much interested by the manner in which the exe: 
cntioner took off the heads of the seven or eight before his own turn came. As the 
Recond head went off he was highly amn~ed, and a broad grin overspread his face. 
As the third and fourth beads fell to the dextrous st.rokH of the executioner, the 
living culprit fairly roared with merrin.ent, stooping ovP.r and bowing hiR own head 
just as his turn came, and as his head fell his features were Rtill relaxed with laughter. 
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was .much delighted with my entertainment, and his daughter, a savage bE>.auty 
about fourteen or fifteen, at which age in that country native women appear at their 
best, was equally pleased, and through an interpreter complimented my wife and I 
very highly. In order to say something very pleasant, I remarked that I was sur
prised at the number of beautiful women I bad seen in the Island, and ended by pay
Ing a high compliment to the personal appearance of the young lady in question, 

INDIAN EGO O.t.NCB. 

saying, that if ever I married again, I should be highly delighted to find one so 
beantiful and accomplished as she, and that I would like very much to live in her 
village the rest of my natural life. The young lady at first seemed rather perplt>x
ed, but soon a look of complacency came over her features. She held quite a little 
animated conversation with her father and other members of the court, and I could 
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document, formally drawn up and covered with seals and signatures of various kinds 
certifying that I had died. 'fhis I did. I have not been at Sarawak since, nor do I 
wish to go. I have no desire to be divided up among six women. 

Looking at it from this distance it 8eems quite amusing, but while on the spot 
I considered myself in a verr tight fix. . 

From Java I again proceeded to Australia, and was as successful as on my previous 
trip. My business was so large, in fact, that for nearly three ·years I temained in 
the country. I visited many of the up-country towns beyond the limits of railway 
travel. We did many hundreds of miles by coach and occasionally by ox team, hav
in~ several very narrow escapes in crossing the creeks and rivers during :ftood time. 

From Australia I went to America, intending to settle down. I found, however, 
that when not exhibiting and makin~ money. it was far easier to settle down than to 
settle up, and again I visited England. After a few months in that country I went 

INI>IA.S FAKEER. 

through Europe to Naples, thence to O!oraltar, Morocco, Algiers, Malta, Port 
Said, Cairo, Alexandria, and again into India. 

This time I resolved to go into Thloet. Leaving my wife in Calcutta for some 
months, I went by railway to Rawl Pindi, thence by ekka (the Indian hill cart an 
awful thi~gto ride in), and on horseback to Srinagar. After much preparation,' and 
acr.ompamed by my secretary and photo~>Taphet·. Mr. Robert Grant, and an as
si~tant, Mr. J4,rank Spencer, I essayed the difficult task of some months' explor
ation in 'fhibet. I wanteu to find the Mahatmas or adepts and learn from tht>m 
thP- secret of their marvelous work. My tld..-entures were fortunately mostly 
commonplace. I ran many risks from drowning, had several severe falls while travers
ing thP. mountain passes and almost inacr.es<~ible fastnesses between Srinagar and leh. 
and after an ahdence of some five months returned to Calcutta. 
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..- .t)uring this trip I learned much that was new to me fn mesmeric and telepathic 
processes, but saw few physical demonstrations, even by the masters themselves, 
which I could not account for, either on the grounds of sheer trickery or of 
.mesmeric or hypnotic control and influence. 

The Indian Yogis certainly have acquired r he secret of mesmeri.sing or placing under 
mental control large numbers of people at one and the same ttme, and very many 
.of the remarkable scenes and experiments which Indian travelers claim to have 
witnessed are but the results of mesmeric or mental hallucination. 

The Thibeteans themselves are a kindly and hospitable race, but some of the cus· 
toms of the country are most peculiar. The ohmate is so trying that only the 
strongest infants survive. There are far more men than women and polyandry, 
or a plurality of husbands, is a custom of the country. Virtue, in the sense in 
which it is understood in civilized countries, is neither practised nor understood. 
It is no uncommon thing to find one woman with four or five husbands, and one of 
the most embarrassing customs of the country to Europeans comes from an excess 
of hospitality. ~ 

Upon visiting a Thibetean who receives you as his friend or guest, his wife, or per· 
haps his sister or daughter, or any female member of the family, is at once brought 
and introduced to the visitor, with the desire that the guest should consider the fe
male as his wife pro tem. Should the visitor, like myself, be troubled with t>xces· 
sive virtue or modesty, it places him in a decidedly awkward position. Should he 
refuse to accept the embraces of the lady it is considered a positive afront. No 
insult could be more pronounced, and I was consequently obliged to be extremely 
careful in accepting proffered hospitalitft-s. To the rone who might imagine Thibet 
a delightful place of residence, I would here remark that the Thibetean women, 
while hospitable and pleasing in manner, are the reverse of charming in appearance. 
They are dirty and fifthy in the extreme, and their company is not at all likely to 
he sought for or desired by any European with the slightest claims to decency or 
fastidiousness. · 
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CHAPTER V• 

A VISIT TO SRINAGAR. 

SACRED MONKEYS AND A WOMAN IN DISTRESS. FYZABAD FEMALES. l TRY TO XILL 
MY GRANDMOTHER AND BANG HY MOTHER-IN-LAW WITH A BRICX. 

Upon my return to Srinagar I was lucky enough to get an empty bungalo in 
the Munshi Baglt, but was unfortunately ill for some days with fever, and shortly 
afterwards returned to Rawl Pindi and Calcutta. 

I have since then made two trips to India. On one occasion, when at Fyzabad 
stopping at the dak bungalo, 1 waM much amused at the monkeys. In front of the 
bungalo was a large avenue of the most beautiful trees, and these trees were simply 
swanning with the sacred monkeys. The average Hindoo would no more think of 
hurting a monkey than an American or English gentleman would think of striking 
his mother. Monkeys are objects of love and veneration, nwing to the belief of the 
Hindoo in the doctrine of traDsmigration. He believes that if he were to strike a 
monkey be would be injnring some relation or ancestor whose soul might inhabit 
the body of the impudent little beast. 

At any rate, in this particular instance a Hindoo woman was walking under the 
trees with a hag of gram (a grain something similar to the buckwheat of America) 
on her shoulders. · 

The monkeys trooped after her for some little time, grabbing at l1er dress and 
evidently begging her to give them some of the gram. Her only remonstrance wns 
to turn around and "shoo" at them as a Yankee woman would ather chickens. 'l'he 
monkeys did not mind this, but finding they could g~t no gram one of them suddenly 
ran on ahead and mounted one of the trees with a low overhanging branch. Just 
ns the woman passed under, he let himself down with one hand and with the other 
gave a violent pull at ber hair. The woman screamed and in her fright dropped the 
hag which hurst open and a portion of the gram spilt over the ground. The monkeys 
surrounded her by the dozen, dP.vouriDg it by handfuls. I was so mncb amused by 
the incident that for a moment I forgot all about tb9 veneration of thA Hindoos for 
monkeys and thinking to rush to the aid of a femaJe in distress, I picked up some 
pieces of stone from a heap of road metal near by and caught the biggest monkey a 
bang under the ribs with a chnnk of stone about the size of my fist. The monkey 
~ve a scrf'am, glared at me a second, and when I fired a second rock at him beat a 
retreat while I continued a fusilade upon the other members of the band. The woman 
berseH, alt.hongb evidently in great trouble over the spilling of the grain, which shA 
was rapidly ~craping together and tying up a_gain, screamed to me, "nay Saltib 
nay Saltib," and tried her best to get me to desist. 

But I was enJoying the affair. I bad not had so much fun since when a ho~· I 
broke all the wmitow _glns~ in Joe Rhodes' house. So I pelted away delightedly, 
f'very once in a while catching some monkey a good thump in the jaw or other part 
of hif'l anatomv. 

Presently: to my disgn11t, I notieed some s·ixty or Reventy Hihdoos had collected 
and were muttering away, remonstrnting with me in the most decided manner. 'l'l1e 
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lcansauwlt, or sen·ant at the uak-bungalo, rushed out and explained to me in rather 
a heated mannet· that I was knocking the life out of the gt·andmotlwr~ and ~rand· 
fathers of some of the natives present, and that if I did not desist there woul<1 very 
probably be a l'iot.. in which I would be torn to pieces. · 

As I diu not like the idea. of being torn to pieces I stopped. But in some fiftPen 
or twenty minutes I was taken in d~arge by the military gnard. 'fhe result beh}g 
that I was fin..,d some sixty rupt>es by an un~ympatltetic judge, who told me that I 
should mind my own hnsiness an<l not int.erfel'e with Hindoo customs. 

In t.irnes of famiM or ~<carcity of food these same monkeys go into the town where 
open bazaars, or grain and provision stores are situated, and 'their depredations 

~ .:. ~::-~ 
- - ---·~::... -.::.::::.: ---.:- .... _§-. -

are quite a nuisance. They steal grain, fruit, bread, cakes and articles of that kind, 
much to the disgust of the shop proprietor, wl10 can only drive them away by threats 
and loud scoldings, but he dare not for hhl life strike one of them. Sometimes a 
brilliant idea occms to tltA bazaar-keepers to get rid of the monkeys. They dare not 
kill them, so large numbers are trapped, placed in sacl\:s and carted some miles away 
from town by the slow bullock carts of the natives and there relt>a~<ed. The result 
being that generally they arrive back in their own haunts a. considerable time before 
the cart can return. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
I BECOME A MAHATMA. 

FEATS OF THE ZULU WITCH DOCTORS. THE MAT ABELE OBI MAN, WHAT HARRY KELLAR 
SAW, ZULU SORCERY. A LEVITATED AFRICAN. THE RURST KNOB KERRIE. THE 
SECRET OF THE FLOATING LOG. A MASHONA MAGICIAN, 

By means and methods which I cannot now· explain, I became a member and 
finally a high priest of several societies devoted exclusivt\ly 
to the study of occult phenomena. One society had its 
headq11arters at Benares, the other at Lucknow. And I was 
given an oriental title signifying "The White Mahatma." 

In 1890 I returned to England and thence went into South 
Africa. On this trip, to give myself a little vacation, I went 
into the Matabele country; also into the territory of the Zulus. · 
I gave several private entertainments in their kraals before 
the principal head men of the various tribes. 

While in Africa I saw many of the medicine men, witch 
doctol'l!l, etc., but saw only a few manifestations of any sort. 
My experience in this line has been entirely different from 
that of my friend, Mr. Harry Kellar the eminent magician, 
who has been even a greater traveler than myseU. A short 

time ago in describing some of his adventures in Zululand, Mr. KelJar said:-
But while I am speaking of this subject I may tell you of what I considered a still more won

derful feat which I witnessed in South Africa during the Zulu war. In Dunn's reservation, 200 
miles north from Durban, in Natal, I saw a witch doctor levitate the form of a young Zulu by 
waving a tuft of grass about his head, amid surroundings calculated to impress themseh·el' deeply 
upon the most prosaic imagination. It was evening, and the witch doctor, who belonged to the 
-class described more than once by Rider Haggard with great accnraey, was as revolting in his ap
pearance as the high cast fakeflrs had been pleasing. A number of natives had gathered about our 
-camp flre and 1 had given them some illustrations of my own skill. They sc>emed puzzled. but were 
not specially curious. One -of them stole away, and after some minutes returned with her own 
conjurer, the witch doctor in question. 

After considerable solicitation from the natives, the intricacies of which my knowledge of the 
Zulu language did not enable me to penetrate, the conjuror, who at flrst seemed reluctant to give 
his consent to an exhibition o( his powers before me, took a knoh kerry, or club, and fa.stened it at 
the end of & thong of rawhide about two feet long. A young native, tn.ll and athletic, whO!!e eyes 
appeared to be fixed upon those of the conjurer with an apprehensive steadfastness, took hiR own 
knob kerry and fastened it at the end of a similar thong of hide. The two then stood about six feet 
apart in the full glare of the flre and began, all the while In silence, to whirl their knob kerrys 
about their heads. When the clubs passed in their swift fli~eht a flash struck from one to the other. 
and then there came an explosion which burst the young man's knob kerry in pieces, and he fell to 
the ground apparently lifeless. 

The witch doctor turned to the high grass a few feet behind us and gathered a handful of 
Ptalks. Standing in the shadow ancl away from there he waved with a swift motion, exactly sim
ilar to that with the clubs, the bunch of gra."s around the he11d of the young Zulu, who lay as if 
dead in the fire light. In a moment thA gn.ss seemed to ignite, although the witch doctor was 
not standing wlthin twenty feet of the ftre, and burned slowly. crackling au libly. Approaching 
more cl011ely the nat.lve in the trance the conjurer waved the flaming gra"s gentlv over his fignrto. 
To my intense amazement the recumbent body slowly rose from the grouncl and ftoa.ted upward in 
the air to the height of about three feet.. remaining In suspension and moving up and down. accord . 
ing as the pas.<~es of the burning gra11s were slower or fa.<~ter. As the gral's bnrned out and dropJ')Pd 
to the ground the body returned to its position on the ground, and aft.er a few pa.sses from the han<ls 
of the witch doctor th.e youug Zula leaped to bia feet apparently none the worse for hiR wonderful 
.experience. 
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My own experience in many cases has been diametrically opposed to that of 
Mr. Kellar. 

Mr. KeJlar, however, is one of the few men whose word I would implicitly 
believe in a matter of this sort. I know him to be an honest man and a gentle
man, and having had so much travel and experience in illusionary matters, he should 
be a very good judge. 

The South African magicians and Obi men, while much inferior to the Indian 
Fakeers, sti11 occuionally do some remarkable experiments. These, however, are 
different. ln India, if a Yogi or Fakeer fails to present peculiar performances, he 
simply loses his hold on the public, but an African Obi man seems to have certain 
peculiar and recognized duties. For example, during times of drought he must· 
produce rain, and should there happen to be an excessively long period when rain 
does not fall, the inhabitants of the country suffer much from the lack of water, and 
their crops and cattle go wrong. If the rain does not happen to falll7ithin a short 

period of time, the inhabitants rise en mass~, and, in some districts of the country 
roast the man and eat him. It becomes necessary, therefore, for the Obi men t~ 
become quite adept at finding excuses that will be accepted by their savage brethren 
as sufficient to account for the seeming temporary failure of their powers. In order to 
keep their hold upon the public, they therefore play all sorts ~f fantastic tricks and 
deceptions to convince them that they have some extraordinary and miraculous force . 
. While traveling once in British Bechuanaland with a hunting party, we trekketl 
Into Mashonaland to the very borders of the Matahele country, so Jatf'!ly the scene 
of the war between Lo Bengnelo and the cbart.t-red comnany's forces. Here one 
evening, wlti1e encamped near a Mashona village, I made the acquaintance of one of 
their mystery workers. 
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, by showing him some of my work, and giving him a few little presents, he seemed 
to take it as a tacit confes~tion that we were both engaged in making our living by 
delicately swindling the public, and, oonsidering me as a brother rogue, he became 
quite confidential. 

I could not, however, make him understand that my performances were given 
simply with the idea of entertaining the public. His deceptions were given purely 
with the view of making his tribal comrades have an implicit belief in his supt'l'
natural powers! aud he could not comprehend how any person could produce work of 
that character, unless it was to make others believe that it was not mere trick, but 
could only be produced by individuals of the nature of a demi-god. ' 

Since then, when in India or other places, I witnessed the performances of 
Yogis or Spiritual mediums, and wns tentptt'd to fancy that perhaps there might be 
some mysterious force at work, ontsHe of mere chicanPry, I have remembered 
!lOw gre~t was my amazement at the mystery of the floating log, and how simple was 
1ts solution. · 

....., 

~·\f 
•QC.A.RDDfG A XABATMA'S CAVERN. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

CEYLON RUBIES. 

While I was in Colombo I spent much time with the gem merchants. Every 
traveler who visits Ceylon is immediately besieged by the peripatetic dealers in 
jewelry and gems. 

A pt'ddler will offer the traveler a beautiful ring, which he will swear by the 
bones of all of his ancestors, is made of eighteen karat gold, and contains only the 
purest jewels. If the traveler should be so foolish as to purchase the ring, the 
chances are that he will find it is a cheap and trumpery silver ring, highly washed 
with gold, and that the valuable gems aro only very poor paste imitations. Even 
where the gems are real they are usually of a very inferior quality. 

A very ragged dealer one day approached me with an air of very great mystery 
and said that as he knew I was a judge he wished to show me some perfect stones, 
which were as yet oncut, and which he himself had got from the .mines some weeks 
before. He would not even show me these gems in the presence of other people, 
but made a great ado about taking me to one side for fenr that some of the other 
dealers would find out what a marvelous bargain he was giving me and raise a riot 
in consequence. · 

Upon showing me these stones I found that they were merely bits of broken 
glass, which had been put into a canvas bag, close enough in the texture to hold 
water. Several hanilsful of sand were then thrown in, and the bag shaken violently; 
soon the bits of green and blue broken glass became dull by the action of the sand 
and water, and might with an ignorant person very readily pa8s for uncut sapphires 
or emeralds. I aslied the dealer what he wanted for these beautiful jewels. 
After a great deal of palaver he told me that as I was " in the business" and knew 
so much, and could not by any possibility be humbu~ged, he would let me have them 
at a very moderate price. He would sell me the entire lot for one thoudand rupees. 
I told him that it was really too small a price for such lovely jewels, and that I 
could not think of robbing him, but if he would like to sell them to me simply as 
a curiosity, in order that I might play a practical joke on some of my friends, I 
would give him six pence for them. The look of pained surprise which he at 
first tried to assume very shortly cllnnged to a sardonic grin, when he found that I 
was not in the least deceived by all his mummery. I finally gave him nine pence 
for the lot. As a matter of fact, they were worth about two cents, as some of 
the bits were pieces of really beautiful colored glass bottles, which he had evidently 
picked up from the refuse boxes of the town. 

·while in Ceylon, however, I became quite an expert in judging the genuineness 
and value of gems. 

Among other things I found out one sure way of testing the genuineness of a 
diamond by quite an easy and simple method. It is as fo1lows: 

Pierce a hole in a card with & needle and then l~k at the hole through the stone. If false you 
will see two holes, but if you have a real diamond, only a single hole will appear. You may also 
make the test in another way. Put your finger behind the stone and look at It through the 
diamonrl as through a magnifying glass. If the stone il' genuine you will be unable to distinguish 
the grain of the skin, but with a false stone thll.o will be plainly visible. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE BASKET TRICK EXPLAINED. 

THll: GREAT HINDOO DECEPTION FULLY l!;XPOSED. IT KAY BE TWINS, "BUT THERE 
.ARE OTHERS!" A DYING BOY AND .A MURDEROUS FAKEER. ltOPES AND NETS • 
.A SWINDLE WITH .A SWORD. HOW THE BOY GETS OUT. HOW THE PUBLIC ARK 
LET IN. 

Almost every traveler in India and the East has witnessed one form or another of 
the celebrated basket trick. Very nearly every band of wandering Fakeers produce 
this basket illusion. It is not alway11 given precisely the same way. 

Generally, a lar~e oval basket, closely woven, is brought out and shown to the spec
tators for examinatiOn. There seems to be very little chance for trick about it. It 
is usually some four and a half feet long and perhaps eighteen inches or two feet 
high. It is very much the shape of an egg laid on its side, slightly :tlattened at the 
top and the bottom. In the top an oval aperture is cut, over which a cover fits 
tightly. 

Then a boy (or girl), perhaps from ten to sixteen years of age, is brought forward 
for inspection. The youngster has but very little clothing upon him. Generally 
nothing but the customary cloth worn around the loins and between the legs. Some
times the boy haJ his hands tied behind his back, and a handkerchief or bandage is 
placed over his eyes, so as to conceal the greatest part of his face. Ostensibly be is 
blindfolded so that he will not get frightened when he sees the sword which is 
to be run through him, but the real reason will be apparent further on. 

He is then placed within a large net made of a platted rope Ol' cord about the thick
ness of an ordinary lead pencil. After bein~ fastened withm this net, it is also occa
sionally tied over and around him as well. He then stands up within the basket. The 
spectators are requested to remain at a distance o.fsome twelveor :fifteen feet, so there 
may be no chance of any outside assistance. A large sheet or shawl is thrown over 
the boy, covering him and the basket completely, as illustrated by the accompany
ing cut. The boy first drops on his knees and then gets lower and lower until the 
sheet which covers him is on a level with the top of the basket. Then the cover of the 
basket is placed in its proper position o1Jer the slteet and left there for a moment or 
so, while some little mummery is engaged in by the Fakeer. He talks loudly, thwacks 
the basket four or five times with a stick that he carries, and calls loudly to the boy 
inside, who in turn shouts to him. and for a moment quite a litt.Je racket is kept up. 
The cover of the basket is then removed, the sheet, however, still remainio~rin place. 
S~ddenly, the Fakeer steps upon the sheet into the basket and tramr,les all around 
htm. The sheet, of course, prevents the spectators from seeing inside the basket, 
~nt as the Fakeer tramps and jumps up and down in every direction, the inff>rence 
Is that the boy has disappeared. The magician again places the cover dh, and draws 
the sheet up in such a position that the entire basket is seen. He then tak(>s a 
sw~rd, or something like a long fencing rapier and passes it through the basket in 
yarious places, and. seeminsdy in every direction thrusting it in violently, thus prov· 
1ng that the basket is entirely empty. 
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Suddenly a little shout is heard. from the outside of the crowd and the little boy. 
who but a moment before was inside the basket, suddenly comes up and salaam 
respectfully to the crowd and holds out his hands or a little tin dish for baksheesh. 
'rhe basket is thrown over the Fakeer' s shoulders, and, after collecting baksheesh, he 
too, salaams .and walks away to some secluded spot for new spectators. 

As the little boy has thus miraculously appeared from the outside the cro' 
one ever thinks of asking the old man to entirely remo•;e the sheet and let them L 

the basket absolutely empty. It seems very evident that the boy must have got 
away in some manner, or he could not have been produced from the outside . 

. .:sa matter of fact, the illusion is a very simple one. When the little boy is 
placed in the basket his first procedure is to free himself from the rope and the sack, 
which, to an expert in rope tying i~ very simple, and offers very little difficulty. 

He then coils himself around in th~ bulge or protruding sides of the basket, so that 
when the Fakeer tramples in the middle or center, he does not trample on the boy. 
•ro any one who has seen the feats of white contortionists, and how easily thev can 
twist themselves in almost any shape, it will be evident that it is not at all difficult 
for a lithe and sinuous Hindoo boy to coil himself around in this space. 

The sword is only put through the basket at certain prearranged places and passes 
between the boy's leg~, between his arms and the body, between the shoulders and 
the body, or between the shoulders and the ne<'k. 

This I proved to my own sati!'!faction by horrowing the sword from the Fakeer, 
under the pretense that I t.honght it went up into the handle. I then suddenly 
stepped to the basket and insisted upon putting the sword through the basket, show
ing where I was going to put it. Hncl I passecl the sword through the basket at that 
place, the boy would have been spitted like n quail ready for roasting but the 
Fakeer in the most peremptory manner snatched the sword from my hand and refused 
to allow me to use it. 

But, you say, how doe~ the boy get out of me basKet, with all the crowd standing 
around him, and come up alive and well on the outside f 

This marvelous part of the performance you will readily understand when I ex· 
plain to yon, it is not the same boy at all. 
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There are always a number of nat.ive spectato~s, housel~old St\rvants, passers-by, 
etc. While the spectators are all busily engaged lD watchmg the performances, a 
~onfederate approaches from the outside, apparently as an innocent spectator, or 
11eemingly one of the servants of the house. And concealed by this spectator is an-
6ther boy, as neady as possible a duplicate of the one within the basket. This sec
ond boy mingles with the crowd, and at the proper moment advances and is claimed 
hv the Fakeer to be the boy who only a few moments before was so securely tied and 

;ned in the basket. 
,,'have known one or two cases where twin children have been used for this trick 

:(.~('i thus produced a marvelous effect. 
As the first boy, who is tied and put in the basket, usually has his features hi<lden 

with a handkerchief, it is difficult for the casual spectator to note the sJight differ
ence in the features of the two children. The basket still containing 1 he boy that 
was placed in it is then thrown over the Fakeer's shoulders and he marches off to a 
~onvenient spot, placing the basket on the ground for a second' or two, apparently 
·•s if to rest himself, and whlle he and the rest of the troupe are squatting around it, 
the boy escape~ from his imprisonment. . 

Occasionally the feat is varied. After the magician has trampled within the basket 
an-1. jahbPd the sword thrcngh it in various places, to thn" assure the spPct.ators that 
it is entire! y empty, he stands off some little distance and commenceq to blo...- upon 
a little mu!'lical instrument, something resembling a cross betwPen a flagPolette ood'a 
hag-pipe. In a few seconds the basket begins to shal~e and vibrate, when suddenly 
the covPr h thrown into the air and the boy steps out alive and welt, entirely free 
from th"' fastenings of the rope and net. which are left within the empty basket, 
and nre thPn again submitted for another examination. · 

This is the metho<l in which it is genf>rally shown to casual globe trotters, but on 
special occasiom. where the Fakeer wishes to produce a good effect, it is given ~with 
the two boys as described. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

INDIAN CONJURING. 

MY SHOES PINCH AND ARE "PINCHED." MY RIGHT FOOT GETS "LEFT" AND IE 
REPAIRED FOR A RUPEE. A FOOT FAKEER AND A FAKED FOOT. AN OCCUL1 
COLLAI.L AND CURIOUS CUFFS. A HOCK IN 'l'HE JEWEL BOX. 

On one occasion in India, at Allahabad, an Indian Fakeer asked me to remove 
-one of my shoes and let him have it for an instant. I gave him the shoe from my 
left foot. He took it. gave it a little throw in the air, and said, "Now, Saltib, put 
the shoe on." I tried, and found that I could not do so without great inconvenience 
and pain. He said it was because he had changed the shoe from a left to a right 
one. I looked at the shoe carefully and found this to be the case ; it certainly 
seemed the right shoe. t;o I said to him, " Well, I cannot wear two shoes for the right 
foot." He replied, "Nay, Sahib, you have got the left shoe on the right foot." At 
that instant the right foot began to pain me, and upon removing the shoe from the 
right foot, I found it was as he had said. I certainly had the left shoe on the right 
foot, although only a few moments before, the shoes were properly placed upon my 
feet. As I was about to put them on, he threw tile shoes into the air and said, 
"Now, put them on," and when I tried to do so I found that either the shoes had 
grown immensely smaller, or my feet had grown vastly larg~, because try as hard as 
I could I could .not force my foot into the shoe. There seemed nothing abnormal 
about either the shoe or ioot, but I certainly could not get them on. 

I said to him, "You have ruined my shoes." He answered, ''You put one rupeE> 
in the toe of each shoe, put the shoe on, and it will fit all right." I did a:-; 
he directed. I put a rupee in the toe of each shoe and again essayed to put the 
shoes on. I found they fitted me quite comfortably, and I could not feel the slightest 
trace of the rupee, a large silver coin, as big as an American half dollar. I did not 
wish to seem surprised, so sat there and said nothing until after the Fakeer had 
taken his leave, when I slyly remove-1 my shoes to find out what had become of tht> 
two rupees. The shoes were all rfght, there were no holes or openings that I conlrl 
find, excepting at the top, but the rupees had disappeared, and I could only judgt> 
by the sardonic grin on the face of the Fakeer, when he bid me ''salaam," as lu:• 
walked away, that he had a very good idea where the two rupees had gone. If 
he knew, he CArtainly kept his secret, for I never saw the rupP.es again. 

'fhis same Fakeer upon the following morning told my wife that "Bellatee Mem 
~aldbs dress very peculiarly." 'Vhen she said "why?" he asked hE>r if it was usual 
for ladies to button their collars on with tl1e front -part behind. She said she had 
never known a Indy to do anything of the sort. He then held a small mirror lw
fore her face and said, "Look, llfem sahib," \vhen to her great consternation her 
own collar had certainly been placed on hindside before. We all laughed and ' 
chaffed her unmercifully over it. She was abont to remove her collar and tie for 
the purpose of replacing them properly, when he said. "Nay, J,fem sahib, don't 
take it off." He then asked me to take my large silk handkerchief and place the 
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~ntre of it on the top of her head, and wrap the four ends loosely around her 
neck. He th~n gave a very gt:lntle tap on the top of her head with his wand, and upon 
re.moving the silk handkercllief, her ~ollar and tie were propedy replaced. 

Two years after this, on returning to India, I recognizetl this same Fakeer 
among several who appeared before me on tile veranda of the Great Eastern 
Hotel in Calcutta. He in turn recognized m'e. I asked him to repeat the trick with 
the shoes, but he said he could not then do it, as all his powf>rs wP-re directed toward 
the performance of another trick. I said, "Very well, show me the most marvelous. 
thing you cando." He remarked that it was not proper for the" Bellatee Sahib" to 
a-ppear before ladies dressed as I was. I asked: "\Vhat is the matter now?" He 
duected my attention t.o my white waistcoat, which I found was placed inside out 

upon me. I was quite sure that a moment before the waistcoat had been properly 
upon my person, and I was about to remove my coat with a view to replacing it 
properly, but he requested me to take my own handkerchief, stretch it by the two 
comers, so as to bang like a little curtain from my chin to my waist. He then made 
a couplt' of light magical :passes and said,' • Now, Sahib, everything all right." I found 
upon looking that my waistcoat was inde~ in perfect order. 

Upon my insisting that he repeat the trick with my two shoes, be said he could 
not, as I had no socks upon my feet. Upon glancing at my feet I found he was cer
tainly quite correct in his statement. I am sure I was soher. for I do not use intoxi
cating drinks in any manner, and I am also sure that I had placed my socks upon my 
feet not two hours before. 
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I asked him if he knew where my socks were and he said yes, that I would find 
them in the jewel box in my room. 1 denied the existence of a jewel box, although 
at that time I had st:nreral thousand dollars' worth of valuable jewels in a small box 
locked in a heavy iron bouud trunk in my room. \Vhen I insis1ed that I had no 
jewel box he at once began to describe the appearance of the hox and told me very 
fully and correctly its entire contents and persisted in the statement that I would find 
my socks within the jewel box. I was so bewildered that fur a moment or two I 
was fairly staggered. I took my wife aud two or three other witnesses into the 
room and there stuffed tightly in the box were the socks which not ten minutes 
before I could have sworn were npon my feet. 

A few mornings afterward, in exhibiting his various deceptions, he asked me to 
lend him a Chinese chop dollar, which l1e said was in my pocket. I had such a dollar, 
and, of course, fancied that he had seen me playing with it. As he promised to 
1·eturn the dollar without injury, I lent it to him. He then threw the dollar into 
the air and it disappeared. He then nsked me to get him two of the hotel envelopes 
nnd I did so. Then he asked me to write my name in full on oneof the envelopes and 
clesired my wife to write her name upon the other one. He then said: "Now, Sahib, 
~'OU take match and burn him." Meaning that I was to burn both of the envelopes, 
which I did very carefully, scattering the ashes to the winds. I was then requested 
to send my wife and some person with her to my room to see that no one entered. 
It so happened that my room was almost above the place on the veranda, \vheore the 
tricks were being given. My wire went to the room; t!tking a lady friend with her. 
I then stepped in the street, where I could plainly see my wife and her lady friend 
nt the open window. The Fakeer now said: "In what part of the room would you 
like the dollar to be found?" I replied that I wanted it found in my wife's trunk 
in her glove box. He said, "Very well, can and tell the .Mem sahib, to open her 
trunk, look into the glove box, and she will find the dollar within the two envelopes 
which you have just burned." My wife did as directed, and upon opening her gloYe 
box found the dollar inside the two envelQpes, one having her signature on it and 
the other having mine. I was so delig-hted with the performance that I gave the 
old man the chop dollar for his share of the entertainment. 
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CHAPTER X. 

A MADRAS MIHACLE. 

ICE WATER AND BOir.IXG WAT.I-:H IN O~E DISH. A CREDULOUS WIFE. A HUSBAND HUM· 

BUGGED. A MARVELOUS MANIFESTATION. THE FULL S1WRET EX:J>LAINED. 

One very peculiar e~periment I l"aw performed at Madras at the time puzzled 
me very much. It was given by a very venerable Fakeer, who, whenever the mem
bers of our party laughed or indirectly ridiculed his pt·etentions, looked at us in an 
nppE>aling sort. of a way, as much alt to say: "Now. do you think it possible tl•at a 
respectal,Je old man, with a long white beard like I have would swindle an innocent 
and guileles:-~ American 1" 

He had at :first ~hown us a lot of rubbishy tricks which I had seen again and 
ag-ain, and which J'ather nnnoyed me, so 1 finally said: "Go away from hert>, 
~·ou c ·ld 1 ascal. Yon are too laz~· to show ns anything rea1ly good. Why do you 
show us this old stuff we have seen so many times before?" 

He rE'plietl, •' Nay, Saltib, me very good man. Saltib not mean what he says; 
Sahib only mean fun. Now me show Saldb something Snkib never st:>en before. 
Sahib give me one rupee I go to the bazaar; I want one brass dish. Have not got 
money. Sunpose Sahib give me money. Me get dish and come back." 

I replied : "You must be silly. Why, you old wretch, I never would see you or 
the money ngain." 

He repli~-d: "Suppose yon like, you can keep my little boy until I come hack." 
I laughed and sni<l: "I don't want your little boy. You would not l>e one 

lmndred yards down the road until the little C'at would he aftt:>r yon." 
He turned aro•Jnd to my wife and said: "Jfem sahib, you tell Saltib me very 

honest man. You tell Sakib give me rupee. Me come back sure." 
My wife said: ''Very well, here is a rupee. Now come back as quick as you 

ean." 
The mnn dt:>parted and we all laughed at her for her foolishness, and ns time 

rolled on for two or three honrs and the Fakeer did not return we chaffed her hi 
lligh glee at being so silly as to be thus done out of her money. 

She stuck to it, however, that it was the middle of the day and ,·ery hot 
:m<l some 1ittle di~tance to the bazaar and that the old man would come back again 
in thP- cool of the ev~ning. 

She was quite right in her faith, for about five o'clock the old man again ap
pearPd and mildly reprimanded me for my disbPlief. 

So I said: "Very well. here is another rupee for being honest. Now Jet us see 
what you are going to do, but if it is not something new and interesting I will have 
the servants throw yon and yonr traps out of the yard." 

He replied: ".All right, Sahib. This all right," and asked me to command 
one of the sPrvants to bring a pitcher full of cold water. This was done and water fresh 
from the drinking fountain procnrPd. He then poured about a quart or ]P~S of 
this into a large basin whiC'h he had purchased at the bazaar. He now p]u('t>U the 
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In this case the trick bt>ing produced in the open air and within a very short 
distance of us made it seem decidedly wonderful, but as a stage trick, if on the 
programme of any modern magician, it would be quite a failure. 

It must be remembered that, as a rule, the performances of the Fakeers 
nre generally only given before ~.n audience of a dozen or so, and a trick which is 
very tel1ing under those circumstances would fall quite fiat if given on the stage 
before a large audience in a modern theatre. 

Most travelers seem to think that because the Indian illusions are given in 
the open air, without any stage accessories, that it makes the performance more 
wonderful, but, as a veritable fact, the very absence of stage paraphernalia is often 
a benefit to the pt>rformer. 

There are usually two or three of his assistants standing around and in the 
background who assist him, and very often a large sheet or shawl or covering of 
some sort is thrown over their apparatus just at the critical time, hiding it as 
effectively from the gaze of the spectator as an European magician's apparatus 
would be sheltered from the view of his audience if the curtain was lowered 
while he alone stood on the outside. 

Prof. Max Muller, professor of ancient languages at Oxford University, and 
who is at present the greatest authority on earth in Oriental literature, in a con
vt"rsation with an acquaintance of mine, distinctly stated that he had examined a 
great number of books and manuscripts, extending backward over a perio<i of some 
hundreds of years, and in none of the Hindoo or Aryan writings could he find any 
mention of the performances o:C the Fakeers or the doings of the ·Mahatmas. The 
conclusion he comes to is that the work of the supposed Mahatmas is all trickery 
and not regarded as worthy of mention in Indian native history. 
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A NATIYE OF TIIJo~ SOLO:IL\X ISI,ANDS. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

EGYPTIAN SORCERERS. 

:MOSES AND PIIAR.AOTI. ANCIENT SNAKE STORIES. AN EGYPTIAN ELECTRO·BIOLOOIST. 
NECROMANCY ON THE NILE. SNAKE SORCERY .AND CANE CONJURATION. MY HAT 
FULL Ol!' S~AKJ<:S. 

Modern travelers seldom speak of the performances {)f Egyptian magicians as 
heing comparable with th~ work of their Indian confr~res, but while in Cairo, at 
Shepard's Hotel, I saw many feats produced by tt.e magicians, which were almost 
or quite as stattling as those given by the Indian Faket>rs. 

Sitting one morning on the veranda, an aged magkian approached and asked per
mission to perform some of his tricks. A~ I was in a humor to be amused I told him 
to go ahead. He askell me to loan him the walking stick which I carried. He 
waved it over his 11eau two or three times and f>Xclaimed: "No good; too big; 
can't do." and handt:'d the stick back to me, which, as I grasped it, changed into a 
loathsome, wriggling snake in my hand. Of conrs~->, I immediately dropped it. The 
magician smilt·d, piclted up the snakf> by tl1e middle, whirled it around in the air. anrl 
handed it back to me. As I refused to take it, he said, "all right, no bite," and 
behold it was my stick. 

On another occasion a magician borrowed my handkerchief and tied fonr or five 
knots in it., and then asked me to tie two or three knots, which I did. Pulling a 
long hair from the head o~ a female assistant wl1o stood near him, be tied the hair 
around the handkerchief to make it into a compact little ball, and asked me to throw 
the ball into the air. I dirl !':O. He caught it dext1·ously on the end of a lit.tle stick, 
gave it a slight twirl, and in front of my very eyt>s I could see the knots untying and 
the handkerchief was restored to me free from knots and showing hardly a sign of 
being even wrinkled. 

At another time the snme old man took a small metal plate, something like an 
American pie plate, started it whirling on the end of a stick,whkh he then held 
high in the air and nsked me to throw a small siher or copper coin into the dish. I 
did so. I could hear it distinctlv rattle as it fell into the dish. 'Vhenever he re
quested the coin would ratth~ an<l hecome visible, hut instantly at his command, the 
eoin would disappear from the whirling bowl. As a matter of course, I never saw 
the coin again, but I saw the mngician f'hortly nfterward enter the bazaar and emerge 
with a quantity of food, so I concluded that ~n some manner, occult or otherwise, 
the old Fakeer had become possessed of my com. 

Another time, be took a ronnrl stick about four feet long, apparently a broom 
handle, balanced it on his finger, and raised the finger aloft over his bead. 
Soddenly the stick changed into a writhing, twisting snake, the viper standing on its 
ta!l with its head upright in the air and hissing furiously while balanced erect on the 
old man's finger. G I 
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As I stepped back in a mild fright, the old man said, "No be afraid, him only 
stick" ; and, upon looking again, the snake had changed back into the broomstick. 

Once, when I was rather ridiculing his work, he intimated to me that I had been 
dining too heartily, and perhaps had been indulging freely in champagne. When 
I asked llim why he thought so, he said it was because I had snakes in my hat, 
and upon the hat bein~ removed, two or three small, but extremely vicious looking, 
snakes dropped out of it. 

' 
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A l<'AKEER'S "I<'AKE" FUNERAL. A BOGUS BURIAL. TilE ENTRANCED CORPSE AND 
A CAVERNOUS COFFIN. HOW IT IS ALL DONE. 

On one of my trips in Southern India, while proceeding from Punnah to Rewah, 
one day our party reached the dak bungalo about 4 o'clock in the afternoou. 
Some seventy-five or a hundred yards away from the bungalo were a party of Fu
keers, who had made a temporary stopping place near a large banyan tree. Our 
party was much entertained by their performances. 

Finally the Fakeers suggested that one of their number be buried alive. A grave 
between five and six feet deep was speedily excavated in the soil. The grave was 
made between seven and eight feet long and about two feet six inches wide at the 
top, and for about four feet in depth was quite perpendicular. Then a little pro
jection was allowed, and the balance of the grave to a distance of about two feet in · 
depth was not quite two feet wide. 

The Fakeer who proposed to be buried was apparently hypnotized, became rigid 
and stiff, and was then wrapped in a cloth and placed in the grave. Then across the 
little shelves, as it were, on each side of the grave, some thin planks were laid, 
so that when the grave was filled in, the earth would not come in contact with his 
.body. The soil was then reJ?laced to the depth of about six or seven ir.ches when 
one of the Hindoos jumped mto the grave, and tram pled the earth down solidly 
and heavily, and as each five or six inches were filled in this was repeated and 
the soil packed as ti~htly as possible by the naked feet of the Fakeer's assistants, 
until finalJy the entire grave was completed, and it certainly seemed as if he was 
laid away for his final rest. · 

I asked how long the man would remain there, and was told "as long as Sahib 
pleases." I finally said we would let him remain there until the morrow morning, 
and it was arranged with our party that we should take such watch during the 
night as would prevent the grave being disturbed. In the morning, shortly after 
breakfast, it was decided to open the grave, which was done. It celtainly bore 
no appearance of having been disturbed in the least; in f~t,· ~rtain marks and 
fastenings which we had placed upon it to prevent it bei hrmperecl with were 
exactly as they had been left. But to our surprise, when reac jng the bottom of the 
~rave and removing the planks, the Fakeer was not there, and while I was look
ing at the empty grave in thorough amazement as to where the man could have 
disappeared, I suddenly felt a light touch on my shoulder, and. on looking around, 
the Fakeer stood before me in simple humility, bowing almost to the ground, 
with his hand!'! clasped in front of his forehead, making the customary salutation 
of ·'salaam, Saltib," and petitioning for baksl1eesll. 

The diagrams and engravings on next page will show exactly how the apparent 
miracle bad been caused. 

The grave was purposely made large and roomy, but apparently as if merely in 
the baste of di#tging it and without any design in the matter. 

When the first soil was thrown in upon the planks covering the Fakeer, 
the noise made by the falling clods prevented the onlookers from bearing any 
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movement on hi~ part. He simply broke through the small division of earth separa
ting him from an adjoining excavation, and which allowed him to have plenty of air. 
It then became apparent why the Hindoos so carefully packed the soil in with their 
feet every five or six inches. The n'lise made by their trampling feet and the crash 
of the spade was sufficient to co\·er the noise and movement of the Fakeer as he 

crawled into the adjoining cavity and mrrde his way gently into a lw11ow tree~ 
whence, after everybody had retired at nig·ht, he emerged and slept the sleep of the 
just, surrounded by his virtuous and guilele!'s family. The thing was very cleverly 
arranged, and as the route was one often frequented by travelers the dak bungalo 
was much orcupied. Thus a very good harvest was made over the Bellatee Salubs who 
passed that way, as the performance of the feat was always liberally rewarded. . ,,. 

As a matter of fact the kansamak in charge of the dak bu ngalo really "stood m 
with the Fakeers, and got his share of the proceeds for exciting the curiosity of 
English people until they were anxious to witness the proceeding . 
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CHAP'l'ER XIII. 

THE GREAT MANGO TRICK. 

One day in India I said to a Fakeer who had just performed the Mango trick 
before me, and who seemed extremely pleased because I gave him a couple of rupees, 
"Why do you always bring forth the Mango tree? 'Vhy do you not sometimes 
vary your performance by producing a young palm, or a tea plant, or a banyan tree? 
If you will grow for me a little appl~ or oak tree I will give you ten rupees." 

His reply was, "Nay, Sahib, cannot do. Mango tree the only one can make." 
This set me thinking. It was evidently obvious that if the Mango tree was grown 

by some supernatural power, the production of any other tree would be possible. 
And if a trick, as it assuredly was, the very fact of the Mango tree bein~Z the only one 
that could be used, must in some way furnish a clne to the solution of the deception. 

I may say here, that almost all of the Indian Fakeers will, if five or ten rupees 
are offered them, by people whom they know are merely transient t.ravelers (as they 
knew I was), explain and teach the secret of their best illusions. 

Individually I rarely ever paid to have the secret of anything shown me. Most 
of their work, to an expert in this line like myself, is not very hard to find out, and it 
was rather interesting than otherwise to run across a problem somewhat difficult to 
solve. 

I. had been rather puzzled by the growth of the Mango, tree, hence asked the 
questiOn above 9.uoted. 

After I recetved the Fakeer's answer, I got a small branch from a M::.ngo tree 
and examined the leaf and branch carefully. 

I found that the leaf and the twigs and little branches were tough and pliable, 
almost like leather. . 

If carefully done, the leaves could be rolled or folded npon each ot11er, so as to 
occupy a very small space, and when rolled out would show little or no trace of the 
folding. 

In brief, the Mango tree is the only one of which the leaves and twigs can be 
folded and carried in a very small space and afterward be made to assume the proper 
shape. 

As the trick is usually given, the Indian procures a quart or so of sand or soil 
and a little tin pot of water. 

He proceeds to squat down at a distance of some three or fonr yards, and pour
ing a Jitt]e water on the soil, compresses it and heap~ it up into a little mound, prac
tically of mud. Dry earth alone is seldom used, as the little mound would fall apart, 
and not lend itself so readily to the trick. 

This small mound is then covered for a moment with a large cloth. some four or 
five feet sqnnl'E', which the Indian produces from the little bng he carries with him, 
or which is handed to him by an assistant. 

He places his hands and arms underneath the cloth. It is evident to the spec
tatoT. as t.he man is almost nude, and as the ar~s are quite nakf>d, that thE>re can be 
nothing concealed, so he is allowed to work away at the mound of enth for soJr~ 
little time. . . . Coogle 01g1t1Zed by 
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It must be remembered, however, that all this time his hands and arms, as far as 
the elbows, are entirely concealed by the cloth. 

After having arranged things to his satisfaction, l1e stands off a 1ittle distance, 
makes some little palaver·, muttering charm words, ttc., and theu pulls the cloth off. 

From the center of the heap of moistened earth is seen the sprout and two little 
leaves of a young Mango plant. 

After the auditors have sufficiently expressed their wonder 1his J)hnt is again 
covered with the cloth, and again the man wor-ks away for a moment or so with bis 
hands and arms hidden under the cloth. This time, when the eloth is raised, the 
tree has gr·own some five or six: inches. The operations, as here described, are then 
repeated with more or less similarity until the plant has grown thirteen or fourteen 

inches high, and somE-times to the ht>ight of two or three feet. !'t>ldom more, although 
on very rare OC('asion~ I haYe seen the plant four or five feet high. 

Its secret is verv si m pie. 
The magi<'ian, like all other experts in his linE>, does not always use the samf' 

mPthod. He hns ~e\·eml ways of l'erforming the trick. 'The one generally used is 
quite easy to understand. 

The magician con<'eals within l1i~ hanil, nnd while he is pnt.tin~ the dirt into a 
heap, a large mang-o seed. The mango seed, it must ht> n•memhered, is two inches 
long (somPtimes more) and an inrh or two hroad, resembling somewhat the long 
1'3Z'>r hark mussel shells found upon the Sf'a shore. 

Within this seed, carefully rolled and put together, is a Y. ung m ngo plant 
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.- "The basket was once more covered up, the· watering of the earth and the incan
tations proceeded, and, in a short time, when th~ cloth was removed, a mango 
plant, seven inches or eight inches high, and. bearmg four or five leaves, was dis
closed to view. After another interval, a seedlingmango appeared, at least thirteen 
inches high, and bearing seven or eight leaves. Here the performance ended. Curi
osity was rife, of course, regarding the juggler's modus operandi, and Dr. Wilson's 
correspondent, anxious to know how the tr.ick was performed, offered the juggler a 
good round sum of money for the disclosure of his secret. After some hesitation 
the man consented to reveal his art, stipulating that his rAvelation should be con
ducted in a secluded spot. A cabin on a ship was offered and accepted as a suitable 
place, and the juggler and his questionet retired thereto. The basket was prepared 
as before, and the mango seed was handed round. It was, as before, a large one. 

''On its being returned to the juggler, he pressed one end of the seed with his long 
finger·nail, when the seed opened. 'fwo small leaves, those first seen in the deck 

trick, were then withdrawn from the seed, and next in order came forth the stem 
with four leaves. Ultimately, the full thirteen inches of the plant were manipulated 
out of the seed before the eyes of the spectators. The seed was, in fact, a hollow 
one, and the young plant had been dextrouslv folded within its compass. It is the 
art of folding the plant inside the seed which constitutes the essence of the trick. 

1
' A simple experiment shows howtbe conditions of this trick can be realized, and 

forever disproves any connection between it and occult science. Most leaves can be 
so folded that, when liberated from the pressure, they sprin~ back to their original 
shape. The folding, however, must be done in a special and careful manner. The 
upper surface of the leaf must be folded on itself, and that snrface, skilfnlly treated 
an~ watered, will scarcely show a crease on a superficial examination. The creasinff 
wh1ch the undersurface will show is, of course, concealed from the s ctatorsl' view.' 
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I ~xamined the egg, turned the pail upside down, but could see no possible 
solution. Finally I thought: 

"\Veil, l have only seen the thing once, and all the conditions are new and un
favorable, and perhaps if I see it again I shall be able to understand how it is done." 
But upon asking the man to repeat the tt·ick he refused and said that as I was a 
magician I should know that magicians ne\·er give the same thing twice. 

However, after considerable solicitation and uftf'r he had gi \·en everything else 
in his repertoire and being paid liberally, be tried the egg t>Xperiment over again 
with the same effect and with the further result that I was more puzzled even than I 
waR upon his first presentation. 

It is rarely ever that I puzzle my brain over snch things. If I do not see the 
modus operandi at once I generally sleep over it and find that next morning a huppy 
inspiration often comes to put me on the right track. 

It was so in this case. 
The next day while sitting on the veranda lazily watching without any very 

great interest some other tricks which the Fakeer wns performing for a few strangers, 
who had arrived o\'er night, I became quite sure that I hml solved the mystery of 
the egg 

Tint being sure of the thing in one's mind, and hein~ able to prove it with absolute 
certainty is an entirely different matter, so when the Fakeer approached me with the 
usual whine for Bakslteeslt, I said to him: "I am quite sure I have found out bow 
you did that trick yesterday. There is a. long invh·ihle hair attached to the little 
egg. Your bluwing on the flute and various mnmmt>ries Lnd gesticulations are only 
intended to decPh·e us. When you wanted the Pf!g to come to yon, you simply 
pullerl on the hair, nnd it jumped into your han<l .' ' 

Now, when I made this remark to the Fakt>Pr, I wns quite certain that I was 
absolutely wrong; hut my idea was to mal\:e the Fnkeer believe that !'fancied I knew 
the real solution, whPn as a matter of fact, I knew nothing of the sort. Hence, I 
purposely macle the misstatement to see what he would do. 

I saw by the sarcnsl ic grin upon his face that he was delighted to think that I 
heliel"ed the trick wns none by a long hair. No matter what my idea was he was quite 
Rntisfit>d for me to havt" nny idPa I pleased, so long as I had not struek the correct 
one, antl believing hy the wny I !'poke that I was entirely ignorant of its real solution, 
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A ~fAORI CHIEF, NEW ZEALAND. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 
MESMERIS~f AND IIYP~OTISM. 

(This chapter which fully teaches all mesmeric and hypnotic work was especially written for thill 
work by Doctor Frank Baldwin.) 

It is only a few years, not more than twenty five or thirty at the most, when almost 
every one sneered at mesmerism and hypnotism as being simply terms expressing 
a peculiar class of imposition or humbug. Now, almost every individual wirh 
education and intelligence, fully and freely admits the existence of hypnotic and 
mesmeric forces. It is only a. few yt'ars ago when nine hundred and ninety-nine 
mediral and scientific men out of every thousand sneered at mesmeric and hypnotic 
intluences as being purely hypothetical and imaginary powers which some people 
fancied they possessed. N uw, nine hundred and ninety nine ont of every thou
sand scientifically educated individuals, freely and unreservedly admit the reality 
of hypnotic and mesmeric powers and conditions. · 

Doctor Jas. R. Cocke, in the Arena for August, 1894. in an article entitled •' The 
Value of Hypnotism in Surgery,' deals with a number of actual and successful 
experiments (not merely with theories), and after having practiced hypnotism in all 
sorts of cases, distinctly affirms that hypnotism can and will ultimately supply the 
place now held in medic_ine by.morphinP- and other opiates, in at least 75 to 80 per 
cent. of all the cases in which these or similar drugs are now·used. Ther~ are many 
of the most eminent medical and scientific men of the times now as earnestly advocat
ing hypnotic and mesmeric study and experimentas formerly denounced it. 

No one but a superciliously arrogant ignoramus will pretend at this day and date 
to deny the reality of hypnotism. 

There is still. however, much ignorance and many false conceptions on these sub
jects, and the object of ·these chapters on mesmerism and hypnotism will be to trr 
to present, in as simple a manner as possibl~>, such directions as will enable any 
reasonable, sensible and fairly educated person to be able to prove for himself the 
absolute actuality of hypnotic influence. 

John Mar, of No. 30 Coburg street, Leitl1, Scotland, in writing to Science 
Siftings, and speaking of the power of SU!;"gestion, says: 

I 

A remarkable insta.n<'fl of the power of suggestion was exercised on a patient who was not 
hypnoth;ed. but apparently in p'lS!;eRsion of all her faculties. A lady. who iRa wonderfully sensith·e 
subject to this influence. came under my professional charge for some slight derangement of her 
nervous system. Ir I told her a hook was a wlttch. it became 110. so far as >~he was concerned. an 
actnR.I watch. Ir I pnt a piece of Ice in h•n· hand and told her H WitS boiling water, she shriekt'cl 
with pain anrl rlecla.red that I scalded her. Every one of her senses could bfl impoHell upo11 in like 
manner, and I ha,·e frequently controlled the action of her heart.. making the pulsations slower or 
mot·e t•apid in a.Mordance with the spoken suggestion. There is no doubt that if I had 
put a little flour in her mouth, at the l'fl.me time telling her that. It was strychnine and de11cribing 
the sympt.omH of death by strychninP, she wonlrl have died with all the pht>nomena of poisoning 
by that powerful substall•le; or t.hat. if I had pointed an unloaded pistol at her head, and had cried 
•• Bang !'' would have fallen dead to the floor. 

Camille Flammarion, the illustrious French. astronomer, in his remarkable no,·el 
"Uranie," tells us that fifteen years ago 1H~ communicated to se,•eral physicians thP. 
magnetic phenomena observed by himself in thP course of many experiments. One 
and all denied most positively and absolutely the possibility ofGth~ fac -s related, 
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but on meeting one of the same physicians at the Institute in Paris, recently, he 
c:llled his attention to his denial of the phenomena. "Oh ! " replied the physician, 
not without shrewdness, "then it was magnetism, now it is hypnotism, and it is w~ 
who study it; that is a very different thing.'' The astronomer wisely adds by way 
of impressing the moral : "Let us deny nothing positively ; let us study ; let us 
examine; the explanation will come later.'' 

Professor Huxley says:-
" I am unaware of anything that hns n. right. to the title of an 'impossibility,' except n. contra

diction in terms. • • • • • It is sufficier.tly ol>viou!!l, not only that we are at the beginning of· 
our knowledge of nature, instead of hn.,·ing arrived at the end of it, hut that the limitations of our 
faculties are such that we rever can be in a pot~ition to set bounds to the possibilities of nature." 

DEGitEES OF MESMERIC POWER. 

There are four stages or dPgrees d mesmeric control. 
1st. The pat·lial uegree, in which the subject is partially or imperfectly under 

A liATERlALIZATJO:.V SEA:.VCE. 

the mesmeric control of the operator. In this stage most of the mental faculties re
tain all or a great portion of their nctivity. Of the physical sense~, 1he VISion is . 
nsually weakened or impairt>d. ThP. eyt! is no longer under the control of the sub
ject. Sometimes the sense of hearing is also affected. 
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DR. COATES SAYS. 

WHAT IS NEEDED, THE MAGNETIC GAZE. 

HOW TO ATTAIN TilE GAZE. 
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spot for ev€n an hour or more without a waver. The physiological effect of the pro
cess is to strengthen the optic nerve and is curative to the brain. Women who are 
hysterical can always by this means prevent an attack and eventually remove all 
such tendencies. A well drawn human eye or a large round black spot on a piece of 
blank paper, or, better still, a glass eye will do for gazing. 

"Gazing fixedly at caged animals, such as lions, tigers, etc., at zoological gar
dens, and at domestic anjmals is excellent practice. After attaining this gaze yon 
will find that it is next to impos~ible for the most hardened liar to deliberately tell 
you a falsehood when your eyes are fixed upon his, provided you lake the first lool(, 
anO. it be not a meaningless stare, but a clear, calm, searching, piercing gaze, of 
such a character that he is impressed with the belief or feeling that you can even 
read his thoughts. Some naturally possess Magnetic eyes, and if they only knew 
the method of cultivating the Magnetic gaze, and utilizing it, they mig-ht signalize 
themselves by founding a new era, as all whom they could interest in their projects 
would become their allies and followers." 

WHAT DELUZE SAYS. 

Deluze, the great French Mesmerist, saya that to mesmerise your subject you 
must 'remove from the patient all those persons who might occasion you any re
straint; do not keep with you any hut the necessary witnesses (only one if possible), 
and require of them not to interfere by any means in the processes which you may 
employ. * * * * * * * * * * 

"Manage to have neither too mnch heat nor cold, so that nothing may constrain 
the freedom of your movements, and take e'lJery precaution not to beinterrull!;ei4Jlur
ing the sitting. eo,. "r" 

"Then take your patient, sit in the most convenient. manm~r possible, and pl~e 
yourself opposite him, or her, on a seat somewhat higher, so that his knees may go 
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TO \\' AKE THE SUBJECT. 

GET ALARMED. 

HYPNOTISM. 



BOW liRS. BALDWIN IS liESliEIUZED. 

CLAIRVOYANT SUBJECTS. 

IGNORANT PEOPLE. 
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COATES ON CLAIUVOYANCJ:;. 

BOW TO FIND A CLAIRVOYANT. 
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would be easily made whilein the negative condition. Positive and negative are onl~· 
reJarive terms, tl•e same as heat and cold. A man may be positive to me to-day, and 
negatrce to me to-morrow." 

* * * * * * * 
Professor Cad well's book is well worth reading, and contains much that is in-

structive and of great benefit to one who is really desirous of knowing the real 
secret, use and benefit of mesmerism. He tells very amusingly of a jeweler that he 
hypnoti1.ed, and says : 

HOW TO BREAK THE SPELL. 

'' When I became fnlly satisfied that he could not remove the spell, even when it 
was for his interest to do so, I snapped my tllumb and finger, and said that he could 

take them up now. I think I never saw a man n10re surprised. I said to him that 
he wa~ a goo~ subject for mes!lle~ism, and that if any man ever obtained that power 
over him agam, as som~ unprmc1pled man might do, to simpll touch tlte end (lf !tis 
tongue to the roof of htS mouth, and the influence of tlte mos powerful magnetizer 
would be broken in a moment. All mesmeric sub}ects should lcnO'IJJ this important 
fact. 
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PRANKS OF A MODERN MAHATMA. (?) 

A YOtil \'ISO~AHY. 
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liESliEBISK DIFFERENT FROM liAGNE'JISM. 

SOMNOMANCY. 
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A ZULU WARRIOR. KAFFIR. 

MATABELE REINCARNATION. 

The Hindoos are not. the only people who believe In reincarnation and transmigration of the 
soul. The savage Matabeles, Zulus and Kamrs also believe io transmigration. . 

Rev. Dr. Carnegie, speaking of their faith and morals, says : 
ACCOrding to their moral stand!U'I1, whll'.h Ill low and selllsb In the extreme. th!'y believe In right and wrong, In a future state. 

·and 1n rewards and punlllbments. It Ill ott en 881d by them that there are good and bad whlle men. and good and bad black men. 
T)lelr language contains many words expreN!ive ot right and wrong. good and evil. approval ror doing good, and punlllhment tor 
Wl'Ong-dolng. When a good man dies, according to their Idea or goodness. all his relatives and friends come together to cry tor blm, 
that 111. bewail his death EVE'!')' one. man and woman and child. come out or tbE>Ir buts. stamp up and down their yards, wal!IDg 
and yelling at the pitch ot their voice. lt Ill a heart rending sight which once seen can never be forgotten. 

THK STATE AFTKR DEATH. 
After death the spirit ent!'rs an ox. a snake. a butralo, or some other wild animal. Talking wttll the Chief one da,y on Ull5 

subj!'Ct, be said that bad men lind their abode In the spirit world right away In th(' forest Inn lonely wtld•·rness. tar removed trom 
all people. wblle thOMt' whom they thought good were called back by their walling and singing relatives at the t.tme ot death, to UYe 
ID and around their rorm('r dwelling. 

u a man Ill kicked or horned by an ox or a wtld animal It Ill the spirit or one or his r('latlves whO bad a grudge &g'alDBt b1m on 
earth. and now pays him back tor som(' old score or other. to the royal ctrcl!' a nxed number or pure black oxen are set apart u 
retalDIDg the spirits or their ancestors and on thlll aeeoUDt tbr~· are never ~laughtered, the nutnber being replellllhed when tile old 
ODes die. 
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[ tell yon anything foolish or that seems untrue. Use your own common sense in 
estimating the value of anything I may say to you, and unless it is sensible. rational 
and in accord with the teachings of science, then don't believ~ me. In fact, it is 
'veil to distrust all I may say, and use only your own common sense as a guide-for 
I admit that I will.illnsionize you whenever I find that by so doing I can add in any 
way to the mystery, interest, or realism of the entertainment I am presenting for 
your approbation." 

1 
PERFECTLY FAIR. 

Nothing can be fairer or more open than the above candid declaration. Pro
fessor Bald win does not claim to possess or exercise any supernatural powers. He 
refuses to argue or discuss the genuineness of his seances with anyone, but with all 
this he may, and likely does, have a perfect belief that there are natural forces or 
powers existing of which the ordinary individual, even though well educated, 
knows little or nothing. While refusing to argue the point, he possibly has a thor
ough faith in Mrs. Bal~win's somnomistic powers. 

A DARK 8BANCB. 

Many highly educated and intelligent investigators all over the world are con
vinced beyond doubt that a few extremely rare individuals Ol' sensitives possess ~er
tain mental attributes or psychological powers not common to people at large. 
Thousands of refined, educated and sensible people who have watched Mrs. Bald win's 
seances night after night, thoroughly believe that she possesses a peculiar gift (which, 
however, cannot always be displayed), which enables her to correctly discern and 
picture events and happenings in past, present and future periods, and entirely beyond 
any deception: even if so desired, on her part. 

In fact it is a peculiarity of The Bald win Entertainments that vast numbers of 
people, who at first are very skeptical as to her powers, and who fancy that there
markable results are produced by· some extremely skilful illusion, often become 
most pronounced believers after witnessing tlle somnomancy some five or six times, 
as thousands of them do. To such people these few linf>s may be of great interest, 
and perhaps some benefit. Much of this little work will consist of quotations from 
well-known authors, purposely given to show that it is not the uneducated rabble 
who believe in somnomancy, but that its most ardent advocates are among highly 
educated and inteJligent psychological students all over the world. 
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ZULU BEAUTIES. 

The Zulu women are usually a dark brown in color. It is rarely ever that one is 
quHe black Any Zulu girl bet.ween tile ages of 12 to 16 could give points to the 
1Jen.us de medici for beauty of phy&ical form. 'l'be girls are plump und their limbs are 
full and rounded, with no suspicion of scraggine~s. Soon after they are twt'lve years 
old they are married, and at 30 to 40 are old women. 
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THE ROI)ICRUCIANS. 

SOMNOMISTIC SUBJECTS VERY 'RARE. 

HYPNOTISM AS AN AN&STIIETIO. 
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The Zulus in the Sout.h of Africa and 
Somalis in the north-eastern pa1·t. of Africa 
are brave and warlike l'an .. s. Both are 
believers in witchcruft. The Zulu witch 
finder's principal occupation is to hrmg 
rain and •• smell out"' witches. Should any 
one's catt.Ie die or thfl mnrr11in ; or if on., 
becomes ill and remains ill for some time, it 
is pretty well proof p•1sitive that it is t.be 
work of a witch. 'fhen the "smelJer out" 
goes thwngh a number of ceremonies, and 
usually points out some old woman who 
is killed then and there. Ir, however, the 

ZULU WITCH FINDER. 

reigning monarch wishes to get rid of some member of his family-or if he desir~ 
do away with some strong m~tn whn migl1t raise a rebellion an1l oust him from 
throne-in that case the king quietly iutimates to the "smeller out" that such a 
such an individual is a wit·ch, and at the next pow-wow the obnoxious person 
probably "smelled out'' and at once executed. 
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·told to awake she. sru.d she had not the least pain in the gums, nor had she felt the 
operation. Dr. BramweD theu hypnotized her and ordered her to leave the room and 
go upstairs to the waiting-room. 'l'his she did as a complete somnambulist. 

'!'he next case was that of a servant girl, M.A. W., aged 19, on whom, under the 
ypnotic influence induced by Dr. Bramwell, Dr. Hewetson hadafortnight previously 
pened and scraped freely, without knowledge or pain, a large lachrymal abscess, 
xtending into the cheek. Furthermore, the dressing had been daily performed and 

the cavity freely syringed under hypnotic anresthesia, "the healing suggestions" 
·being given to the patient, to which Dr. Bramwell in a great measure attributes the 
very rapid healing, which took place in 10 days-a remarkably short space of time 
n a girl by no means in a good statR- of health. 

Another case was that of a girl who was put to sleep by the following letter from 
r. Bramwell, addressed to Mr. Turner: 

"BuRLINGTON-CHESCENT, GooLE, YoRK. 
DBAR Ma. TURI.'IKR-1 send you a patient with inclosed order. When you give it her she will fall 

uleep at once and obey your commands. J. MILNE BR.UlWELL.'' 

"Order--Go to sleep at once, by order of Dr. Bramwell, and obey Mr. Turner's 
mmands. J. MILNE B:&.UlWELL.'' 

i· 

I 
This experiment answered perfectly. Sleep was induced at once by reading the 

~ote, and was so profound that, at the end of a lengthy operation in which 16 stumps 
~·ere removed, she awoke smiling, and insisted that she had felt no pain, and what 
was remarkable, there was no pain in her mouth. She was found after some time 
'reading the Graphic in the waiting-room as if nothing had happened. During the 
·whole time she did everything which Mr. 'rurner suggested, but it was observed that 
there was a diminished flow of saliva,. and that the corneal reflexes were absent, the 
breathing more noisy than ordinarily, and the pulse slower. Dr. Bramwell took oc
casion to explain that the next case, a boy aged 8, was a severe test, and would prob
ably not succeed, partly because the patient was so young and chiefly because he had 
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EGYPTIAN MAGICIAN. THI<; llAliAI:AJAII OF I'Ari'IAJ.A. 

The Maharajah of Pattiala was so delighted with the entertainment given at his palace 
hy Prore~sor and Mrs. Baldwin that he gave Mrs. Baldwin a gold chain seven feet Jong and 
as thick as an ordinary lead pencil; also a beautiful diamond ring. He also gal·e Professor 
Baldwin a lu:'!avy seal ting, the stone being a brown ruby. The Maharajah has four or five 
wives and several hundred concubines. 
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DOlNGS OF SOMNAMBULISTS. 

som· 

A SOMNOMISTIC .AUTHOR. 

THE MISSING BHIR'l'R. 
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JAPANESJo: LADIES. 
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SOL V LNG THE PROBLEM. 

THJ:C SLEEPH;G MUSICIANS. 

LIGHT IN DARKNESS. 

FREAKS OF SLEEP W ALKEBS, 
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EGYPTIAN WEDDING PROCESSION. 

Professor and Mrs. Baldwin have been five times aronnd the world. They have 
given entertainments in Gibraltar, Malta, Alexandria, Tangiers, Port Said, Cairo, 
Aden ana Jerusalem, and have visited almost all the ports Oil the African coast, 
including Delagoa Bay and Ma·dagascar. 

CONGO TRADER'S FA:\JIJ.Y. 
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ight aud finished the work on which he h ad been 
md was astonished on finding it finished when he 
ninll;. Paint6rs have bet>n known to do s uperior 
a been written and poem~ composed in t h e arne 

an incident occqrring in his own family. His 
lso fond of fishing. }'or a number of night in 
• dov:n through a long meadow to a ere k and 
ing on the bank and pull and tug with all hi 
the hired man to help him land a big fish. ''I 

would break a sleep-walker of the habit to wak 
wbling about, and I determined to try its ffi cacy 

en he left the house. As I passed by the wood 
n we got to the creek and he began tugging at hi ' 
et him fall backward into about two feet of not 
>adly disorganized and somewbat frightened boy, 
shing or otherwise in his sleep since his ducking.' 
rer places where they would not dare to go when 
~s are frequently done with safety has Jed many 
mselves. Ordinarily that may be true, but th r 
leath resulting in that way. The sleep-walker 
from the fall. 
at the same time, sad cases of sleep-walking o -

few years ago. A young man of the name of 
rom childhood. His ramblings had always ended 
and for that reason his wife usually paid little 
~ities. 
!If when he began to stay away longer at a time 
" as the washerwomen say. His wife determined 
ery. When he left his house be followed the road 
:h, narrow pig trail leading up the river. 
~tangled hemlock and laurel and over stone and 
of precipitous cliffs. His wife kept in sight by 
through the trees. For more than a mile th 

to a large poplar tree, which bad fallen wi th it 
He walked the log until he came to a large limb 

got down and began crawling out on the limb. 
fe screamed and called to l1im to wake up and 
the cries, and, doubtless startled and confu ed 
and was drowned. He had been getting up in 

twling out on that limb, jumping from there into 
d returnin~ home unconscious of anything tba 



. CHINESE HOME Lll<'E. 

Professor and Mrs. Baldwin are the only European entertainers who have visited 
Pekin, the capital of the Chinese Empire. They spent three weeks in Hong Kong and 
a month in Shanghai. Also touched Amoy, Fuchow and the French settlements. 

~ -
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CHAPTER XV. 

MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES. 

"DOES THE DEVIL TAKE THEM?" JAMES WORSON IS SWALJ.OWED BY THE EARTH. 

CHANGED INTO GAS. WILLIAKSONS LIVING DEATH. BREWSTERS BANISHKENT. 

The general public can scarcely credit how many people disappear from their 
daily haunts without notice or warning of any sort, and forever thereafter are as 
completely lost as if an earthquake had swallowed them up. 

No doubt many of these disappearances are entirely voluntary, but there are dis
appearances of another class, which remain so entirely unaccounted for as to cause 
decidedly unpleasant suspicions, and many of them are so weird and uncanny as to 
create a very uncomfortable feeling in the minds of any one who is not very cour
ageous and bold in character. 

For example, it is not many years ago since James Worson, a shoemaker of 
Leamingt<>n, started one morning from that town on a foot-race against time to Cov
entry and back. Some money was staked on the result, so three witnesses closely 
followed the pedastrian in a light cart. Two hours later these witnesses ret'.lrned to 
Leamington in a condition of terror and bewilderment, relating a most incr~dible 
story. 

'fhey averred that Worson, having done his first few miles in very good form, 
w.as making capital time along the middle of a piece of straight, level road, when he 
suddenly stumbled, fell forward with a ~ible cry, and-vanished. They were per
fectly certain that be did not fall to the ground, but disappeared before reaching it. 
The terror-stricken witnesses, after wJtiting a short time, drove back to Leamington 
and informed the police. They were detained pending investigations, but bad to be 
discharge«, since there was no evidence against them, and no cross-examination could 
shake their story. A thorough search was instituted, but from that day to this no 
light has ever been thrown on this extraordinary occurrence. 

Of course, the obvious suggestion is that these men had either murdered Worson 
or connived at his disappearance ; but, apart from the fact that they were respect
able men, and that not the slightest reason appeared for their doing either the one or 
the other of these things, they would surely have invented some more probable tale 
than this if they had had anything to conceal. It is quite possible that some of these 
witnesses may still be living. 

Nor does this wonderful story stand alone. In the year 18154 there was living 
near the village of Selma, in the State of Alabama, U. S. A., a planter named Will
iamson. One morning in July of that year this man left his house after breakfast to 
give some directions to the overseer of a gang of slaves who were working in a great 
meadow which lay on the other side of the road. His wife stood at the door watch
ing him, with her baby in her arms. As he crossed the road he exchanged cordial 
greetings with a n~ighbor and his son who were driving past. A minute later this 
neighbor-a Mr. Wrenn-recollected something which he wished to say to Mr. 
\Villiamson, and, turning his head, saw him walking slowly across the meadow 
townrds'his men. Turning his horse, he was about to call after him. when the boy 
nt his side suddenly cried : . G I 
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THE NUCKI·KA·KOOSTI AT BARODA. 

The Nucki-ka-Koosti is a gladiatorial contest between trained athletes. The 
participants are entirely naked except a small breech clout around their Joins, and 
often this is dispensed wiih. In the right hand of each fighter is held a large iron 
arrangement with long and sharp iron spikes, making a most awful weapon. The aim 
of each contestant is to cripple and wound his opponent as quickly as possible. 'fhe 
sharp spikes tear the flesh in ribbons and mangle the participants horribly, while t.he 
fightinggronndlooks like the shambles. The favorite blow which each one especially 
tries for is a tearing, cutting stroke in the face, which often tears away all the skin, 
besides breaking the nose and cutting the eyes out. These fights are seldom or ever 
given now-a-days, as the British Government is trying to suppress them. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

MADAME HELENA BLAVATSKY. 

A SELF-DECEIVED DECEIVER. A MAHATMA MONOMANIAC. A. MADRAS :MATERIALIZ· 
A'fiON EXPLAINED. A PSYCHICAL PRETENDER. 

Almost every day of my life I am asked by some one : "What is your opinion o.f 
Madame Blavatsky 1" And I would not indite the following chapter but for the rea
son that it is so hard in a few words to give an opinion of anyone of so peculiar a 
disposition and so complex a character as the late Madame Blavatsky. 

I approach this subject with all the more reluctance, because Madame Blavatsky 
has long since passed into another stage or condition, where, if she still retains her 
individuality, she will have a better chance of proving the truth or falsity of her 
theories. Consequently, if anything I write about this lady may seem to her per
sonal admirers to be in the least derogatory, it may be fancied that I am taking 
advantage of her inability to defend herself and to explain away what may seem 
like a traducement of her work. 

I have no desire in the least to vilify Madame Blavatsky. On the contrary, 
she was a woman for whom, in many ways, I had the greatest admiration. Her 
ability and genius were so undoubted that no one who came in contact with her could 
help being impressed by her power, but she was from her birth an enigma to her 
relatives and friends. 

Col. Henry S. Olcott, who for years was associated with her, once wrote: 
"In the whole course of my experience I have never met with so interesting and, if 
I may say it without offence, so eccentric a character." Another writer says: ''She 
is one of the most remarkable psychic problems of the present time. She sets 
the conventionalities of society at defiance, but for brilliancy of brain power, marred 
by weakness and irritability of temper and indulgence in coarse language and 
diatribes against those who question her assertions, she stands out unique, and 
presents a puzzle and per\)lexity to those who are her firmest adherents." 

It is claimed by her friends that from her childhood she was the subject of ab-
normal, or, spiritually speaking, mediumistic powers. . 

A. B. Sinnett, one of her most pronounced friends and adherents, in his work, 
"Incidents in the Life of Madame Blavatsky," says: "Amidst the strange 
double life she thus led from her earliest recollections, she would sometimes have 
visions of a mature protector whose imposing appearance dominated her imagination 
from a very early period. This protector was always the same; and his features never 
changed, and in after life she met him as a living man and knew him as though 
she had been brought up in his presE.>nce." 

She was born at Ekaterinoslow, Russia, in 1831. In 1844 she journeyed with her 
father to London and Paris. In 1848, when she was not quite eighteen years of age, 
she was married to Nicephore Blavatsky, a gentlemRn over forty years her senior. 
He had been the Vice.Governor of Erivan, in Sout.hern Russia, and was a m:ln in 
good financial and social position. The difff'rf'nce in their nges. coupled with her 
eccentricity and peculiarities, made the marringe a most unhappy onE>, and in less 
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:MOHAMMADAN WO:MAN OF BHOPAL. 
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TA.J (OR TOMB) AT AGR.\. 

AL(;t:HJAN FORTt:Nl-~ TELLER. 
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BOMBAY lfAIDENS. NAUTOH GIRL OF ULWAR. 

The Orient is full of contradictions to our way of looking at things. If during a convt>rsatiou. 
the ht>ad is nodded backward and forward, In this country it slgni1les "yes." In the Orient it 
means "no," and the motion of th~ head which to us means "no,'' in that country means "yes.,. 
If you wish your hOTI!e to go faster, you chirrup to him. That same sound Is made by Oriental 
drivers. bot there it makell the horse stop instead of accelerating his gait. The dancing girls don't. 
dance, bot wriggle and shume laeelviously, and oftfn disgustingly. 
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tlaims he received a letter and documents, which he distinctly states were sent to 
him through occult agencies from the Great Master. 

In The Occult World, on page 149, is printed a large portion of this letter whic'~ 
is claimed to be from the Mahatmas. As a matter of fact the greater portion of 
this letter is an exact copy of a lecture which had been delivered two months before 
by Prof. Kiddell of New York. This lecture was reported fully in an American 
newspaper and the Mahatmas who sent it to Mr. Sinnett had ample time to get a copy 
of the American papet· and thus save themselves the trouble of composing the same. 

It seems almost impossible to doubt that Madame Blavatsky thought the lecture 
was a good thing and took occasion to have it precipitated in the form of a letter in a 
place •· where it would do the most good." 

Another case in which Madame Blavatsky deceived her believers is as follows: 
In the January number of The Theosophist for 1893 a most startling article was 

published by Madame Blavatsky under the title, "Can the • Double' Murded" 
According to Madame Blavatsky it was designed to show "tlle enormous potentiality 
of the human will upon the mesmeric subjects, so that the double, or mayu-rupa, 
when pt·ojected transcorporally will carry out the mesm~riser's mandate with 
helpless subserviency." She says: ''It is reprinted because the evidence actually 
occurred and they possess a very deep interest for the student of psychological 
science." 

In the March number was a letter from a correspondent. Madame Blavatsky in 
an editorial footnote says: 

''We assure our learned correspondent that every word of our narrative was true." 
An English author, by n11.me William Oxley, had such thorough faith in Madame 

Blavatsky that he inserted the article in a book which he had published on Egypt. 
This insertion was made to show that psychological and mesmeric powers were used 
in modern as well as ancient times. The author must have got into some little 
difficulty over the matter, because later on in another publication he says : 

"My attention was called to the statements made in my book and an explanation 
requested. I consulted the 'Annual Register' for that year, as well as some 
nHwspaper files, and to my astonishmE'Int found that the historical facts as given by 
Madame Blavatsky and the other documents referred to were at direct variance. In 
short, beyond the mere tact that the murders were committed, the rest of her 'actual 
facts' are pure fictions. 

"It now appears that it was a newspaper story written for the New York Sun and 
formed one of a mystical series. And thus it comes to pass that students of psych
ology are presented with convictions which in their simplicity they suppose are 
~iven them to study and work out as psychological problems, and at the same time 
are assured that every word of the narrative is true.". 
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A MAHARAJAH'S PALACE. 

Indian cities are crowded with beautiful palaces, temples, tombs and pagodas. 
The wealthy Rajahs and Maharajahs spend enormous sums in erecting love-ly 
buildings and fitting them in the most sumptuous mannet·. 

GOVERNME)I"T BUILDlXG AT CALCUTTA. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

A FEW WORDS ABOUT CLAIRVOYANCY. 
PSYCHIC FORCES NOT SUPERNATURAL. UMITS TO THE POWER 01<' A CLAIRVOYANT. 

SOX!'iOMANCY AND SOMNAl\IBULISM. INTUITIVE PEI~CEPTIONS. 

I am not in any sense a believer in the supernatural, but I do believe there are 
certain forces in nature, psychic forces I shall call them for lack of a better name, 
which are as yet hardly comprehended or understood by the n.ajority, even of scien
tific ~tudents. 

Mr. Stinson Jarvis, in a recent number of the .Arena, says : 
There is one woro which may soon be erased from c.ur mental dictionaries-the word "super. 

natural." We have so little furthl'r u11e for it. When we prove to ourselves, by scientific metliods 
the existence of spirit and some of its powers in human beings-when we utilize it by art.iftcial means 
and find that mesmerized patients can acquire knowledge through it as freely as water from a pub
lic tap-then we appreciate that spirit is as much a part of our makeup as our limbs are,-in fact, a 
more essential portton, for the limbs can be parted with, but that which is the life in us is the power 
of resisting death. 

Personally, I am quite sure there are a few gifted beings who have, by nature, or 
perhaps have attained by mental development, some peculiar power, such as is gen
erally called "clairvoyance." 

I do not think that the possession of this power argues that the individual 
has anything at all that may in any way be deemed superhuman or unnatural. 

People often say to me : "If there is such a thing as clairvoyance or somnom
ancy, what is it like? When your wife says, • I see a man fallin~ over a cliff,' or 'I 
see a burning house,' does she literally and actually have the visJOn before her, or is 
it merely a mental impression? lf she is really insensible, if her eyes are really 
closed, bow then can she see W " 

Speaking of tllis very thing, Mr. Jarvis in his .Arena article says: 
An advertisement appeared for a long time on the back of the London Graphic. In a red disc, 

the lettenJ of the name " Pears'' appeared in white. You looked at It for some time, the cl08ed 
vour eyes tightly, and afterwards the !totters vividly appeared to your mind's sight in other coloftl. 
Somebody explainoo about. the red color exciting the optic nerves, and the letters reP.rodncing them
selves through reftex.action in supplemental colors. The explanation, whatever 1t. was, 110unded 
more learned than Mtisfactory. For what is" sight"? Are there two kinds of sight, or only one? 
My mesmerized patients. while asleep and with eyes closed, &aw everythiug I flaw or told them to 
~e. Then, also, there is the sight of the eyes. But are there two kinds of sight t I think not. 
The system of nerves and lenses called the eyes seems like some delicate photographic apparatus to 
convey sensation or suggestio• to the interior faculty, which, in both above oases, does the seeing. 

The expPriment as above quoted has been tried by almost every person, and nine 
people out of ten have the capacity to reproduce this experiment and test it. for thf'm
SP.lves, but occasionally there are a few color blind people who cannot get the results. 
Here then is a sight which is not a sight, a vision which is not actually beheld with 
the normal organs. 

It is certain that when the eyes are absolutely closf'!d that physical sight or 
vision cannot take place. ancl yet when the eyes are tightly and firmly dosed, the 
pict.nre of thf> r+'d spot is plainly and distinctly visible. by thol'e who possess the 
natural physical and meTJtal qualifications necessary to test the rt>ality of the experi
ment. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 
THE KENNIAHB OF BORNEO. 

The beautiful Island of Borneo is inhabited by a number of savage races, the Kenni&hs, Kayans, etc. 
These people are u nfortunately a.ddlcted to the unpleasa.nt custom of taking off ea.ch other's head on the very slightest 

provocation. Often no provocation at allis necessary. Tile mere sight of an enemy may cause a rabid desire to become poeBeBBed of 
hie head. 

Should the head be obtained, it is always carried to the vilJage inhabited by a savage captain, and there placed upon a high post, 
which serves as an a.domment to the residence of the gentleman with homicidal tendencies. 

In Barawak territory, which is governed by the Rajah Brooke, the custom has nearly died out, bot on rare occasions border tribes 
make incursions and attack the inhabitants. 

In 1890 there was a. ra.id by the Leppy Teppo Kenniahs. who Jive in the Ba.luogan River district in Dutch Borneo. They atta.cked 
the Ka.ya.ns of the Bura.m River territory, within the Rajah Brooke's domains. 

The Kennia.h's are a.n inordinately superstitious ra.ce. 
An English writer in describing this raid, says : 
"In f!.Ccordance with their custom, some of their braves have previously spent days in the jungle away from the vast comm unal 

'house,' while they listened for the omens-the cries of certain birds and animals-which auger success or c.therwise for t he 
expedition. No one on the march will mention the name of the people who are to be attacked, lest the 'omen birds' of the enemy 
might overhear and give timely warning. No warrior on whose body or limbs a fi re-fly bas momentarily rested, prior to 1he real start 
being made, will proceed further, for is not this an indication from the unseen powers that in that spot he will be wounded-perhaps 
unto death. Furthermore, after the first day's journey, th e chif·f has cautwd a tree to be felled , and all t hose who intend seeing the 
ma.t.ter t.hrouglt file past it, and give one hack at the post with their swords, while others, who up to this moment have comported 
themselves with the most swaggering bravado, here exhibit unmistakable signs of fear, draw back and return home, much derided by 
the womell." -

• 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

BREAKING STONES UPON A MAN'S BODY. 

A short time ago I witnessed an entertainment given in a side show on one of the 
English race courses. Gymnastic and acrobatic feats were giveu, but the principal. 
drawing card was a feat which, to those who do not understand the secret of it, seemed 
absolutely miraculous. 

One of the acrobats supported his feet upon two little four-legged stools 
and his hands upon two others, bracing his body into a stiff bridge, as in the 
accompanying cut. A heavy anvil was placed upon his abdomen, and another 

one of the acrobats took a large sledge hammer and beat a piece of red hot iron 
into the shape of a horseshoe. The anvil was then removed and two very large blo<'ks 
of granite were placed upon the man, and on these blocks of granite large paving 
stones were broken, requiring mnch force and heavy blows to break them. 

The secret is very simple. It is really an experiment in inertia. The blows are 
hardly felt by the man below, the effect of them being almost absorbed by the large 
mass of iron and the inertia of the anvil. This is also the case where the two heavv 
blocks of granite are used. As a matter of fact, the larger the anvil and .. the more 
massive the blocks, the less are the blows felt by the man beneath. 
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The method, however, mostly used at present, and seemingly perfect, is to temper the link dea 
hard, so hard in fe.et that it would break like gla.ss if dropped on a stone slab. Now this link, t 
break, must have a bending. not a vertical, strain on it, and so must be brought over the swa 
projection of the bicHp.:l, or, in the ca:;e of the chest, over the angle o! one of thH pectorals. As th 
right link is only known to the performer, he is safe, a.s any other man might try fora month an 
never get the right position. 

It might IJe remarked here that the bicep of the gentleman above referred to a.s being pro tell 
in Her Mt~.jesty't~l!ervice, Wt\S got into that peculiar ball t1hape by, 110 to speak, training the muscl• 
by constantly rubbing and pressing it upwards with the hH.nd. This formation is undoubtedly< 
great use in chain-breaking, a.s it ~ncrea.ses the expanding power of the muscle to a very great extton 

There is a feat-that of brea.kmg a penny or a t!hllling-that would be, if It were genuine, whic 
it is not, the greatest and most wonderful part of all the business of the strong ma.n. This is doJl.i 
in the case of pennies, by pla.cibg the coin in a vise and with a pair of pincers, bending it ba.ckwart 
and forwards and until it !11110ft; the jaw11 of both instruments being covered with leather liB a.s n< 
to mark the coin. A ,;billing may be prepared in this way, but it is generally done by covering wit 
wax, scraping an 'Lrrow channel in the same, and putting mercury upon it, which our chem leal reade1 
will know, rots the silver so that a breath would almost break it. The wax is then wiped off an 
the coin rubbed up with a bit of leather. when it looks perfectly natural, a.s also does the fracture. 

The agent or spokesman for the strong man, being fully supplied with pennies or shillings of U 
most common dates, asks one of the spectatoi1J to thl'ow up a penny or a shillinp; after he ha.s markE 
it so that he may know It ~ain. As often a.s not the thrower simply looks at the date, when, • 
coul'Se, it is plain sailing for the a~fent. who has only to be slightly acquainted with palming 1 
substitute a prepared coin of the right date. If however, the coin is marked, he gives a preparE 
one to his man. and when it is broken, throws the pieces over the house, taking care that they <I 
not go anywhere near to the pel'Son who sent up the original marked coin. It is seldom that tt 
man so treated objects; but. if he doet1, the agent apoligizes for his mistake, and offers to gi1 
another coin This always ends it, or has at least in my experience, which is not 8mall, for a man 
not fond of making himself too prominent a.s a rule. especially in a mu8ic-hall. 

It is hardly necessary to say that it is not po8sible to break a coin in the fingers, as, in the fir 
platie, there is hardly anything to take hold of, and in the second, the metal is very hard and tougl 
much harder than one would be led to expect. 

or course, in this business a great deal depends on the Bavoir faire of the agent or spokesm&l 
whose patter ie W per cent, bll11f, about 41J per cent, absolute lying, and the rest truth.'' 
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CHAPTER XX. 

THE CONE OF FLOWERS . . 
1n prestigiati.on flowers have in all times played an important part, and they are 

usually employed in preference to other objects, since they give the experiments a 
pleasing aspect. But, in most cases, natural flower:J, especially when it is necessary 
to conceal their presence, are replaced by p ~per or feather ones, the bulk of which is 
more easily reduced. Such is tbe case iu the experiment which we are about to pr~ · 
sent, and which it must be confessed requires to be seen from some little distance in 
order that the spectators may, without too great an effort of the imagination, be led 
into the delusion that they are looking at · 
genuine tlc•wers. However, even seen close 1 
by, our trick surprises ont> to the same de
gree as all those that consist in causing the ap
pearance of more or less bulky objects where 
nothing was perceived a few moments previ
ously. The prestigiator takes a newspaper 
and forms it into a cone before one's eyes. 
It is impossible to suppose the existence 
here of a double bottom, and yet tlu~ cone, 
gently shaken, becomes filled with flowers 
that have come from no one knows where. 
The number of them even becomes so great 
that they soon more than fill the cone and 
drop on and cover the floor. The two sides 
of the flowers employed are represP-nted 
in Fig. 2, where they are lettered A and B. 
Each flower consists of four petals of va
rious colors. cut with a punch ont of very 
thin tissue paper. Upon examining Fig. 
A we see oppos1tP. us the petals 1 and 2 and 
3 and 4 gummed together by the extrem
ities of their anterior sides, while Fig. B 
shows us the petals 2 and 3 united in the 
same manner on the opposite side. A . 
small, very light and thin steel spring (D) 
formed of two strips soldered together at the bottom, and pointing in opposite direc
tions, is fixed to the two exterior petals (1 and 4) of the flower, and is con rea led by a 
band of paper of the same coior gummed above. It is this spring that, when it is ra
pable of expandin~ freely, opens the tlower and gives it its voluminous aspect. Quite 
a large number of these flowt~rs (a hundred or more), united, and held together hy 
means of a thread or a ruboor hand (Fig. 2, C). makes a package small enm~~h to al
low the operator to conceal it in the palm of his hand, only the back of whiCh heal
lows the spectators to see while he is forming the paper cone. 
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CHANGING INK INTO WATER. 
The trick consists in placing on a table a glass half-full of ink. The audience is 

shown a white card, which is dipped into the liquid and taktm out stained black. A 
handkerchief is thrown over the glass, lifted up again, when pure water is found in 
the place of ink. It is done in tllis way : Plac9 inside against the glass a strip of 
black silk of the same height as the level of the watet·, which will then appear, from 

a distance, to be ink. Take a card, part-of which you have stained black on one side 
only. Snow the unstained side to the audience before dipping, and when taking it 
out again turn it round so as to show the black part. You now throw a handkerchief 
over the glass and seize hold of the piece of cloth inside the glass, removing it inside 
the handkerchief; the water will then assume its ordinary appearance. 

If a very strong or satu
rated solution of saltpetre 
be used with a quill or fine 
brush to make a drawing or 
writing on thin white absor
bent paper (the lines being 
kept well clear of each other, 
and the whole in outline), 
when quite dry the end of a 
glowing match without flame 
will set fire to the liof!s, and 
a spark will run along the 
design, cutting it out as with 
a knife .. The saltpetre yields 
oxygen to combine with the 
carbon of the paper, when 
heated to the pomt of ignition 
by tbe glowing charcoal of a 
match ignited and blown out. 

FIRE DRAWINGS. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

TRICKS WITH LIONS AND WILD BEASTS. 

Some years ago a very interesting article appeared in the 
New York Sun upon the training and handling of wild beasts in 
general and lions in particular, and so much does this article 
coincide with my own opinion, gleaned from much observation 
and close questioning of animal trainers and workers, that I 
venture to insert a considerable portion of the writer's remarks : 

"As a matter of fact," said John B. Doris, the well-known 
museum manager, but formerly a circus proprietor of some 
thirty years' experience, •• there is no animal with which we 
circus men have to deal that is so easy to handle and so snfe for 
a performer as a Jion. In everything they are just like great 
big good-natured dogs, easy to train and more than ordinarily 
easy to perform. In fact, after they are once trained to do 
their tricks, anybody with whom they are acquainted, such as 
an attendant or a man whom they have been accustomPd to see 
around the show, can go into their cage and put them through 

LION HUNTER. their act with perfect safety. Why, in one season I had no 
less than eleven men perform my lions, and in each case these 

men were feeders, canvas-men, hostlers and other employees of the circus who would 
be apt to be about the animals all the time." 

ROARS BF.CAUSF. HAPPY. 

"It is the appearance of the lion and that dreadful roar of his that strikes terror 
into the heart of the spectator and causes him to think that he is in great danger; but 
that roar of the lion, while so dreadful in sound, is like a good many other things in 
the show business, more of a deception than othe1·wise. A 1ion really only roars when 
he is in a particularly good humor, and he can no more help doing it than can a dog 
help barking." 

"An incident occurred with my show in Indianapolis which proves how great 
the terror a lion will cause and bow really docile he is. We were fixing np in the 
spring of 1886 to go on the road in the Exposition building, and I believe there were 
three hundred men at work in the buildinll. One of my men, named Pearl Sowder, 
was transferring the four lions from the old cage to the newly painted wagon. when, 
by the carelessness of one of the attendants, the door flew open and two of the ani
mals, Romeo and George, jumped out and started across the room towards a couple 
of barrels that contained fat from the meat with which the animals were fed. The 
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SUSCEPTIBLE OF MUCH TRAINING. 

1
' VERY RASIL Y DONE-TRY IT." 



KINDNESS AND RA WillDE. 

TIGER CATCHING IN THE DARK. 
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Cole show the lion and tiger cages were wrecked in the centre of the tunnel, and 
the lion got out and roamed through the tunnel in the dark, until finally he .walked 
out at one end and jumped into an empty cage. But Mr. Cole had to take a lantern 
and go in the tunnel and secure the black tiger himself, which he did without much 
difficulty. 

There is a school for the training of animals, or properly a building in which 
animals are trained, on the edge of the meadowf! at the back of Jersey City Heights, 
and over there .is a lion whelp being trained to do some remarkable tricks. Already 
he can see-saw on a board, stand up on his hind paws and walk a few feet, drag a 
wagon around while harnessed to it, and his trainer is trying to make him wind up 
his performance by trotting off to his cage carrying the apparently senseless body of 
his master in his mouth. If he succeeds in thoroughly training him, and it looks 
now as if he would, the lion will undoubtedly be worth a mint to Mr. Seaman, his 
master. 

--

I~J)JAN SNAKE CHAJC\Ir:RS. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

WHAT THE PAPERS SAY. 

Speaking about Professor Baldwin a writer in the Leeds (Eng.) Express says:
.. Sometimes the spirits wlll work; sometimes they won't." 
We have Professor Baldwin's word for it. They worked on me the other day and lured me up to the 

Professor's diggings, where I spent ha.lf a.n hour in discussing with him his big show and •• how it's 
done." It was not Ukely that he would voluntarily unbosom himself as to the means by which he 
presents such a. marvelous performance. But there was the otf-ohance that the Professor, who is 
pensive and gnileless, might let slip a. thing or two that would blow the ga.tT, as Charles Reade used 
to aa.y. I was lucky beyond expectation. There is nothing like concealment about Mr. Baldwin. 
He is open as the day; and answered with a.rtle18 cordia.Iity all my questions. His candor is delight
ful; and as public curiosity has been excited by the Bald wins' Coliseum performances as nothin.r 
has excited them within recollections, I mean to let my readers into all the secrets I gleaned in the 
half hour I spent with :Mr. and :Mrs. Baldwin. 

I say "the ha.If hour spent" because that is the limit I mentally ftxed upon when I yielded to the 
spirit impulse. As a. matter of fact, that ha.lf hour stretched out to three hours or mor.e; and I suS
pect I should have been there still had not the a.rriva.I of their carriage to take them to the Coliseum 
warned me that I was keeping :Mr. and :Mrs. Baldwin from their audience. 

The fact is, the fascination attaching to their performance attaches a.Iso to themselves--which 
oa.nnot a.lwa.ys be aa.id of entertainers. You forget all about the ftight of time, as you discuss theories 
and manifestations and suggestions with the talented couple, or enjoy an ''intermission" in which 
M:rs. Baldwin-a. brilliant and vivacious conversa.tionaJist-tells you of her visit to the :Mikado, and 
the magnificent dresses and jewels be presented her with, or :Mr. Baldwin interests you with a.n ac
count of Salt Lake City and Brigham Young, of the beheading of Chinese pirates in Hong Kong, or 
of his experiences among the :Mahatmas of Thibet, the diamond-mining camps of South Africa., the 
temples of Ja.pa.n, the pa.la.oes of Indian Ba.ja.hs, in the groves of Burma.h, or the mining villages 
ol Nevada.. You may readily imagine, therefore, that the three hours sped away with a. greased 
lightning-like rapidity which I did not anticipate when I knocked at the door. 

"Come in! Don't be afraid of the spirits I'' 
That was the ProfeBSor's salutation. 
I might have told him that the spirits were not yet distilled, let a.lone bottled, before which any 

man would quail. Bot I didn't. I merely said-
" Chestnut! I heard you say that in your entertainment.'' 
The ProfeBBOr did not attempt to deny it. 
" Come right in, then," aa.id he, "and let me tell you something you have not heard from 

me before." 
I \!&me in-" right in," as the Professor cordially expressed it; and he amply redeemed his prom

ea. In their friendly presence I even forgot my trepidation as to whether :Mrs. Ba.Idwin-who can 
plnck the unwritten thought from the mind, to say nothing of the unseen written question from the 
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aot read within my breast tbe unconfessed ue!li(!:ull 
did, for all I know. But she was as deJUglltl'ull 

strawberries and cream on a SO<Clnlhiwr ..,.,.1!!0, .. .,. 
I tackled the Professor first upon I here to trust to his 

Bo I oonfei!Sed that I oould not understand while tied hard and fast, he 
eontrives to loose his hand, to a. tambourine O'I'V the head of the very oommitteema.n who is e::r:-
am:inllng his bonds, and yet to his hand before the committeeman ean detset him. 

"And for a. loose kaot,'' observed the Hlllltientiously. never ftnd it.'' 
" Do you never erpect someone who has watched your and knows the 

to oome on to detect you ail you have freed ..,..,.,,.,...,,..u 
The Profe880r smiled. 
" It has been tried scores of times,'' said he, "bnt the result is the same. 

ftuds the tambouriue around his neck when he least expects it, and my hand 
again." 

"You are not a believer in apiiri1ttut.lil!m 
"Not in the least I'' This very en1p11a1t10111.U:y. 

time to the of spilrU;ua.lis,ts 
in America. I have attended soores of seances, Ulltk.IIolnl 
seen a manifestation which I wa.s not able to a. few 

"Then your allusions to the must be taken as 
"I claim no oooult or powers. I nr1:1dt:tce 

the way, you have a. good dea.l In the Professor. Is not Western 
at a. diseount In region of the and fantastic?" 

" the reverse," was the "We go into the very home of mystsry and ma.glo, and beat 
them on their own ground. The stories of Indian are much exaggerated ; and their per-
formances fall far below We draw great audiences in India, and the and JIIULnlLrll~1ans. 
before whom all the best mystery men appear, are and with our entertain-
ment." 

And then the Professor out a crammed with pn:ot~ogli'&Jibs 
potentates and palaces before and in which their performances have been given ; a.nd SUJppltenl&Ilts 
this with the of Ol!l.l!kets and boxes containing of 
presents of these Nativ'4l Princes. 

"But the Me•ha,tmas, Pllofeesclr--ycm their mys-
teries ?" 

"Yes; but I found their claims to be untenable. AU the manifestations th& Mahatmas I 
ean obtain natural means, a.nd that is how obtain them-their oia.ims to the contrary not. 

And very some of their are. Did you ever see a by the 
way?" And the Professor the big at another page. Here are of a 

of them. The lot, you wUl notice, wear great grol!esqne and masks ovf!r their 
Below, you see with the ma.sks removed." ' 

Mallatma.s went down in my estimation with that revelation. their 
the faces are not •ther for excenlve ug,•u•'"""' 

as to the Professor. Tnere are 
who have not seen it-who &l!llert that it is a mere pretence. 

The Profenor beoa.me grave. 
"It is no use to oonvince some think disbelief shows cleverneu. Now, I 

tell you, I have the most belief in it ; and my eonftde11.ce in my wife's work ill unshakable.'' 
"Is Mrs. when she comes out of the state, conscious of the she has 

or the questions she has answered!'' 
"Not in the least. She is a mere irr'eSI[)OJllliible Bhe forms a mind of the mattv 

upon which a is asked, and so the answer; but she knows no more about it. I 
never claim all her answers are correct ; but about 80 or 8li eent. are." 

"What me is how she obtains the in order to the mental nlclt1lt:re that an-
swers itt" 

- "Mrs. Baldwin Is the poi!Se!l!l!(>r of that belong to en;rexnel The test of 
the genninene88 of the is the fact that every 
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which have been written down or thought of by who are utter strangers, and who 
are yet told facts the past of themselves or their friends which are correct. 
It Is fair to assume, then, that what is foretold for the future is correct." 

/ Then we feU into ahtruse and recondite dii!Ou88ion, which, I fear, would be of little intere!!t to 
the reader, but in which the earnestness and virile mental power of the man were co11v1nc1 
shown. And so, with more of stones--rubies from Burmah, rose diamonds, green 
rubies, chains of Indian make-and in lands, and of 
other on to its close, to tell you 
all the 

•rbe seosation of the week has been the wonderful entertainment of the Bald wins glven every 
evl~tnlnKat Foot Guard Hall. Its marvellous and faJ~Ci:D.&ti111g excellence was best shown by the in-
0...,E>~Wuug size of the audiences from night to Last evening the big armory was crowded. The 
unique feature that closed the entertainment each it is called on the pro-

CIIIolrvo·va.Jnc4'; or " as others term it-bas astounded the It 
events to debate nature of 

Hrs. Baldwin's strange power. The exhibition has been the food of exciting talks in many 
homes, it has been the text of nine out of ten of the groups seen on the street corners, and it has 
held its own which is saying a. great deal in these exciting nr~e-electlon 
times. Mrs. Baldwin answering questions written on paper that never goes 
into her oft'ers a mystery that ba.ftl.es the best. 

The of who can ma.k.e such a furore in the community cannot bnt be in-
teresting. 

. wants to know abont Mrs. Baldwin. She is a young woman of trim figure 
and a. face in its brightne88. It reftects the posse88ion of the highest order of intelligence 
combined with a merry heart that sends a constant smile to the snrfa.ce. She with a. 
..,...,,5 .,,.,u accent. Until she came to this conn try a few months a.go, she had been 
America., so that she does not feel so among the customs here, having had the .. ..,""'"'''"'v'""' 
being a" foreigner'' many times before. likes America very well. 

One thing about Mrs. Baldwin that will int~rest the ladies is, that she makes her own dresses. 
She has a talent in that line, some of her creations being of a Worth, without an at-
tempt at a. She an idea for a. dress, for the stage or the street, and in whatever town she 
b~~P1>elU!I to she sends out for a of expert seamstre88es, and when the is done she has 
more came for satisfaction than the woman with a. new gown. Tl1e fact is, she is a very 
versatile little Besides her grand, " "she can give enough sru~l,llllt.IAR 
to make an entire entertainment, if it were not too f'Atcla>>lna 

Her clever work, In which she impersoD.&tes various characters and sings to each, 
is nnlque. 

Her automatic da.ncer,little Nick RusseJl, is another idea. of her own that takes welL It 
must be seen to have the real and fun of the thing Then she does a mono-
logue introducing bright taking songs well rendered, some very graceful She 
seems to be able to do aU her well. It is common for a to be able to do a 
little of and But not so with Baldwin. She is as 

eoJrv .. rtelrvtnll' ill 

areonoe~~n. 

The life of ProfeSIIIOr Baldwin and Mrs. Baldwin en U>ur is a busv one. An extra room is 
engaged them to be nsed as an otlice. I in at the" omc"e '' morDing and found 
the to look "for all the world 1 ' like the of a party during a cam-

Several tables were with papers, letters, circulars and floor was 
na.·rno8teid with similar and the heads of two secretaries into the could just be 
seen over the top. Both secretaries are and are to assist in attending to the 
enormows that comes in like small avalanches. No callers are received. 
Profsesor Baldwin is much all long the work. 
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I found "The White Mahatma," as Professor Baldwin is called on account of his acquaintance 
with the Indian mysteries, inclined to take a rest from some work he was at, and he kindly offered 
to send to the bank for his collection of jewels so that I might see them. I was only too delighted 
at the opportunity, and on the messenger returning I had the pleasure of a rare treat in the valua
bles displayed. 

Most of the jewels he showed me are dear to him from some association, being gifts from ad
mirers in India and elsewhere. Jhief among the treasure's, not for its intrinsic worth but in in
terest, is a curious gold watch, a gift from the Maharajah of Pattialla. It is of French make, very 
old and in the centre of the dial are two figures who strike the hours and quarters with hammers 
upon miniature bells. The watch has a history, being originally given by an English King to & 

favorite, and in the course of human event& coming into the po88esaion of a British oftlcer who was 
killed in the India mutiny. The old Rajah of Pattialla got the watch and left it to hl!lson, the 
Rajah who presented it to Profe88or Baldwin: Other souvenirs of great value are a tortoise-shell 
ann1r-box bearing upon it& lid under crystal a perfect view of a boar hunt in carved gold, the gift of 
the Maharajah of Gwalior; a great opal surrounded by diamonds, given to Mrs. Baldwin by the 
Sultan of Johore; a gold chain, heavy and ~~even feet long, given to Mrs. Baldwin by another east
ern potenate ; a tine specimen of gold fret work on a background of emerald enamel ; a gold ci'088 
set with diamonds from the Prince of Wales, and a lot of other c08tly trinket&. 

Then the loose stones I There were boxea and boxes of them, of all sort& and conditions. Hla 
rubles are especially fine. 

·He showed me two of the rarest stones in the world-rose-colored diamonds set in rings, worth 
aeveral thousands of dollars each. 

He baa other jewel freaks, like white sapphires, green diamonds, green rubies, rubies with & 

little of the red and the green blended into each, and a dozen other odd varieties; I can't beftin to 
do the exhibition justice now, for I wasted all my superlatives at the time. Better than all was to 
watch the Professor in his element. He picked out of a box of a hundred or more rubles, with his 
tweezers, this or that atone that waa a little better than its neighbors, that had a rieher wine eolor, 
or that was of a peculiar shape, blaming the eloudy weather all the time because it would not allow 
the setting forth of his pets at their best. So much for ProfeBBOr Baldwin's hobby. Now for him
self. After paralyzing me with the splendor of his gems, Professor Baldwin brought me back to 
life with the remark that he was once a reporter. I had belln in !1. trance like unto Mrs. Baldwin's. 
and wa.s trying to give myself an answer that aome day I would be very wealthy and give up col
lecting stamps for rubies, when the ProfeBBOr made his abrupt remark. Of eouree it made me 
the more sanguine. 

"I wa.s born in Cincinnati," the Mahatma said," and had a whack at studying theology and 
medicine, but gave up both and enlisted, and after the war wa.s a reporter on a paper. In the 

• course of my work I attended a so-called spiritualistic seance, and my interest in the mysterious 
has been maintained ever since. I have made the circle of the globe four timea. Twice I have 
retired with a fortune, but this is a fa.scinating business to me. I am made for it, and I expect to 
die as I have lived so long-before the public.'' 
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